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Abstract
In wireless environments, signals bounce off many obstacles such as mountains, 

buildings, trees, etc. as they propagate between transmitters and receivers. The resultant 

signal at the receive antenna is, therefore, often the sum of the attenuated transmitted 

signal and one or more delayed versions of the transmitted signal. The received signal 

also suffers from intersymbol interference which degrades the quality of signal to a 

certain extent.

However, MIMO-OFDM systems are designed to take advantage of the multi-path 

properties in wireless communications and are capable of improving transmission rate, 

range and reliability simultaneously. MIMO-OFDM attracts a good deal of research and 

commercial interest because of the perceived benefits, and has been adopted in many 

wireless standards such as IEEE 802.1 In, IEEE 802.16e. Such systems are also 

potential candidates for fourth-generation (4G) systems. However, practical problems 

still exist in implementing MIMO-OFDM, for example, in the estimation of channel 

state information (CS1). This thesis studies the issues of MIMO, OFDM and the relevant 

techniques of MIMO-OFDM, and focuses on proposing a practical, low complexity and 

accurate channel estimation method for such systems.

In a MIMO-OFDM system, CSI is required at the receiver to perform space-time 

decoding or diversity combining. In many practical wireless applications, the 

propagation environment is both complex and time-variant, leading to CSI estimation 

errors and overall system performance degradation. A variety of channel estimation 

approaches have been proposed in the literature to address this problem. One of the 

most important parameters of CSI is the number of significant or dominant propagation 

paths, also referred to as the number of channel taps. However, in most existing 

estimation schemes for MIMO-OFDM, there is an assumption that the number of 

channel taps is known at the receiver. In reality, in order to perform space-time 

decoding, the receiver needs to estimate the number of channel taps from the received 

signal with this estimation process sometimes aided by the insertion of pilot tones into 

the transmitted signal.



In this thesis, a pilot-assisted, conditional model-order estimation (CME) based channel 

estimation algorithm is presented. The approach can be utilised to detect both the 

number of channel resolvable paths and channel gains for MIMO-OFDM systems. The 

performance of the proposed algorithm is compared with the commonly used minimum 

description length (MDL) algorithm by mean of simulation in the context of a 2x2 

MIMO-OFDM system. Results indicate that the new algorithm is superior to the MDL 

algorithm in channel order estimation over an unknown, noisy, multipah fading channel 

with limited pilot assistance. Furthermore, the proposed scheme is tested in both fixed 

and mobile broadband MIMO-OFDM systems based on WiMAX techniques in Matlab 

simulation, and its capacity is verified again for those near practical broadband MIMO- 

OFDM systems in the absence of prior knowledge of model parameters.

Finally, with the purpose to “make the thing work in practice”, a 2x2 MIMO baseband 

platform is built in order to demonstrate the proposed scheme. The platform consists of 

two DSP based, real-time development boards called SignalWAVe, produced by 

Lyrtech. Given the existing hardware components, the whole platform is built based on 

a fixed MIMO-OFDM system according to WiMAX standard, and the results 

demonstrate that the proposed algorithm is a valid approach in practice.



Chapter 1 Introduction

1 Introduction

Wireless communication has been a study topic for a long time, and has become one of 

the most significant areas in the communications field today. Particularly, the demand 

for dependable high speed wireless communication links for supporting a variety of 

applications, e.g. video, audio, web browsing, etc., is increasing dramatically.

However, there are numerous challenges in wireless environments. Two significant 

challenges are multipath fading and interference. Multipath fading is caused by the 

destructive effect to the transmitted signal in a multipath complex signal propagation 

environment. Interference results from many users sharing the medium simultaneously. 

High speed wireless communications applications are also typically constrained by 

other practical issues such as limited bandwidth, cost, hardware complexity, power 

limitations and so on.

To combat the effects of multipath fading, a number of techniques broadly characterised 

using the term “diversity” can be used. Diversity techniques essentially transmit 

additional information or the same information in different forms and include frequency 

diversity, time diversity, antenna diversity, modulation diversity, and channel coding 

techniques such as block codes, convolutional codes, trellis-coded modulation, and 

turbo codes. Antenna diversity plays a crucial role in channel fading detection, and the 

systems with multiple antennas is always referred to MIMO.

1.1 MIMO

MIMO, short for Multiple Input Multiple Output, is a technique that utilises multiple 

antennas to transmit and receive multiple wireless signals simultaneously (Paulraj et al. 

2004). A MIMO communication system is shown in Figure 1.1 (a).
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(a) (b)

Figure 1.1 (a) MIMO (b) SISO communication system

Various MIMO configurations are possible. For instance, a 4x4 MIMO system contains 

four antennas to transmit and four antennas to receive signals. Different from a 

traditional SISO (Single Input Single Output) system, shown as Figure 1.1 (b), MIMO 

technology takes advantages of multipath wireless transmission, holds a great promise 

in resource constraint and performance-enhancing capabilities. MIMO has received a 

significant amount of interest over the past few decades (Biglieri et al. 2007; 

Jankiraman 2004; Jordan 2007; Sezgin, Charafeddine & Paulraj 2007; Tsoulos 2006).

1.2 Brief History of MIMO

MIMO was originally conceived by Bell Labs engineers in the early 1970s with the 

purpose to solve the bandwidth limitations and signal interference caused in large, high- 

capacity cables. However, many difficulties existed for MIMO as a practical technique 

at that time. One of the significant problems was limitation processing power, 

particularly cost. In 1984, the use of multiple antennas on wireless communications was 

presented by Winters (Winters 1984). Following Winters’ study, interest in MIMO 

greater (Jordan 2007).

Since the 1990s, many key ideas have emerged to promote the development of MIMO 

technology. In 1993, Khalaj et al. proposed a scheme named “spatial multiplexing” 

(Khalaj, Paulraj & Kailath 1993). The technique increased wireless link capacity with 

multiple antennas at the both ends. One year later, Bell Labs developed an architecture 

called BLAST (Bell Labs layered space-time), which can obtain spectral efficiencies up 

to 10-20 bits/s/Hz. Meanwhile, effective space-time coding schemes were proposed and 

the BER performance was improved (Alamouti 1998; Tarokh, Seshadri & Calderbank

2
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1998). Since then, there has been a great deal of research work carried out on different 

aspects of MIMO systems. Although practical MIMO systems have been built and sold 

in recent years, it remains an area of strong research interest with performance gains 

still to be discovered.

1.3 Benefits of MIMO

One advantage of MIMO technology is the capability of mitigating the multipath fading 

with the use of antenna diversity. Second, MIMO can also increase the transfer rate as 

well as increase system reliability through multiplexing and antenna forming (Biglieri et 

al. 2007). Moreover, scarce radio spectrum can be used more effectively in a MIMO 

system by exploiting the multiple paths independent. For instance, compared with the 

current wireless networks, MIMO can double the spectral efficiency using just one 

frequency channel (Jordan 2007). Overall, MIMO is a significant technology to obtain 

crucial performance gains such as improved BER, mitigating effects of multipath fading, 

as well as reducing and avoiding the interference and increasing spectral efficiency 

(Biglieri et al. 2007). Consequently, MIMO has become one of the most popular 

research areas in wireless communications and been incorporated in many wireless 

standards.

1.4 OFDM Combined MIMO

OFDM (Orthogonal Frequency-Division Multiplexing) is a multicarrier transmission 

technique, proposed by Chang (Chang 1966). It divides the available spectrum into 

many carriers, each of which is modulated by a low-rate data stream; It is also very 

spectrally efficient as the carriers spacing can be quite dense (Jankiraman 2004). Figure

1.2 shows the spectra of the OFDM system. As shown in Figure 1.3, OFDM essentially 

converts one wideband multipath channel into a large number of simple parallel 

narrowband subchannels, which reduces the complexity of signal processing of the so- 

called “frequency selective fading channel”. Another important benefit of OFDM is the 

ability to suppress the ISI (intersymbol interference) caused by multipath distortion. 

With such numerous beneficial attributes, OFDM has become one of the most exciting 

choices in the development of modern broadband wireless systems such as wireless 

local area networks (WLAN) and WiMAX.

3
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Figure 1.2 Spectra of five carriers orthogonal to each other

Figure 1.3 A broadband channel divided into many parallel narrowband channels

The division of a frequency selective fading channel using OFDM results in an each 

sub-channel being essentially a flat fading channel (Tse & Viswanath 2005). Each sub

carrier is then modulated with a conventional modulation scheme (e.g. quadrature 

amplitude modulation or phase shift keying) at a low symbol rate, keeping total data 

rates almost the same as conventional single-carrier modulation schemes in the same 

bandwidth.

MIMO and OFDM are particularly well suited to each other to combat the multipath 

fading and reduce the processing difficulties and computational complexity to a certain 

degree. MIMO-OFDM significantly enhances the highest data rate (e.g. up to 75 Mbps 

for WiMAX) and increases the system capacity by several times (Yang 2008). The 

technology was pioneered by Raleigh and Cioffi in 1996 (Raleigh & Cioffi 1996). In 

2001, the first commercial system using MIMO-OFDMA (Orthogonal frequency- 

division multiple access) technology was proposed by Iospan Wireless Inc., and a series 

of MIMO-OFDM or MIMO-OFDMA based solutions for wireless standards have been 

developed by several leading companies (e.g. Airgo Networks, Intel, etc.) over the 

following years. MIMO-OFDM is still receiving significant attention in the research 

literature today and is being proposed as the foundation of the next generation of 

wireless networks.

4
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1.5 Objectives

Although MIMO and OFDM have been the topic of a great deal of research in the last 

decade, there are still some challenges to be addressed in this area. The purpose of this 

thesis is to develop an effective channel estimation scheme for space-time coded 

MIMO-OFDM systems and employ the approach in the practical WiMAX based 

MIMO-OFDM system. The objectives are detailed below:

1. Develop an efficient channel estimation approach for a 2x2 space-time coded 

MIMO-OFDM system using Matlab;

2. Compare the proposed algorithm with the existing state-of-the-art method in 

Matlab simulation, demonstrating its superiority;

3. Optimise the proposed scheme and implement it in both fixed MIMO-OFDM 

and mobile MIMO-OFDMA WiMAX based simulation environment systems, 

and verify its capacity;

4. Develop a DSP based MIMO-OFDM hardware platform, and demonstrate the 

practical feasibility of the proposed algorithm.

This thesis addresses associated significant practical issues with MIMO-OFDM 

systems.

1.6 Main Contributions of the Thesis

In this thesis, the issue of channel estimation in a MIMO-OFDM system is studied in 

detail. The problems of current approaches are discussed and a new pilot-assisted 

conditional model-order estimation (CME) hybrid technique for channel estimation in 

MIMO-OFDM is proposed. Performance of the proposed scheme is compared to 

existing approaches and its advantages are demonstrated. The new channel estimation 

approach is optimised for use in a WiMAX 2x2 MIMO-OFDM system and the system 

capacity verified by simulation. Both the fixed WiMAX standard (IEEE 802.16-2004) 

as well as the mobile standard (IEEE 802.16e) are considered. Finally, the new 

approach is implemented in a real-time DSP-based hardware testbed to demonstrate its 

practical feasibility.

5
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1.7 Thesis Outline

The rest of thesis is organised as follows:

Chapter 2 reviews the literature on MIMO-OFDM and its relevant techniques such as 

MIMO-OFDM, adaptive equalisation, space-time coding, etc. The area of channel 

estimation is also covered. Finally, the research objective is justified.

Important theory is provided in chapter 3, including MIMO-OFDM, Alamouti’s space

time block coding, fading channels and channel estimation. An Nt *Nr MIMO-OFDM 

system is modelled and the CME technique is reviewed.

Chapter 4 proposes a new pilot-assisted hybrid CME based channel estimation 

algorithm, which can be used to detect both channel gains and the number of resolvable 

multiple channel paths. The approach is proposed for both SISO-OFDM and MIMO- 

OFDM systems.

The performance of the proposed channel estimation approach as determined by 

MATLAB simulation is documented in chapter 5. The significance of pilot is stressed. 

Comparisons are made to existing channel estimation approaches from the literature, 

including the minimum description length (MDL) approach.

Chapter 6 demonstrates the proposed algorithm through simulation in both WiMAX 

based fixed and mobile broadband MIMO-OFDM systems with practical channel 

models.

Chapter 7 shows that the proposed technique can be implemented in a practical real

time DSP based hardware testbed.

The final chapter summarises the thesis, makes some conclusions and proposes various 

avenues for future research.

6



Chapter 2 Literature Review

2 Literature Review

Wireless techniques, such as GSM, UMTS, WLAN, WiMAX, Bluetooth, etc., have 

developed rapidly and revolutionised telecommunications dramatically during the last 

decades. In order to further improve wireless communications, many techniques have 

been proposed, such as MIMO, OFDM, etc., which have been verified as effective 

methods. However, there are still many technical issues to be addressed in practice. In 

this chapter, the broad-ranging applications of OFDM and advantages of MIMO-OFDM 

will be introduced. Then, several key techniques, which have been used in MIMO- 

OFDM, are described briefly. Third, the practical issue of channel estimation in MIMO- 

OFDM is outlined. Wireless standards relevant to MIMO techniques are then reviewed. 

The chapter concludes with a justification of the work of this thesis.

2.1 MIMO-OFDM

The original concept of OFDM was first proposed by Chang (Chang 1966), and was 

limited to military application in its infancy due to implementation difficulties (Jiang & 

Hanzo 2007). However, the difficulties have been reduced significantly due to the 

application of the Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) (Weinstein & Ebert 1971), and 

thus OFDM has emerged as a promising air-interface technique during the last decades. 

For instance, Discrete MultiTone (DMT) (Holsinger 1964), a well known OFDM 

technique used in wired scenarios has been employed in European Telecommunication 

Standard Institute’s (ETSI) and American National Standards Institute (ANSI), 

including Very-high-rate Digital Subscriber Line (VDSL) standards (ANSI 1998) as 

well as Asymmetric Digital Subscriber Line (ADSL) (ANSI 1991) and High-bit-rate 

Digital Subscriber Line (HDSL) (ANSI 1994); OFDM and/or MIMO-OFDM has also 

adopted in many wireless techniques such as Digital Audio Broadcasting (DAB) (ETSI 

1995), Wireless Local Area Networks (WLANs) standards (ETSI 1996), Metropolitan 

Area Networks (MANs) standards (IEEE802.16 2004; P802.16e/D8 2005), etc., and is a 

potential candidate for fourth-generation (4G) mobile wireless systems as well.
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Traditional trade-offs in telecommunication systems are being re-evaluated in the light 

of MIMO-OFDM techniques, which is capable of improving transmission rate, 

transmission range and transmission reliability simultaneously (Datacomm 2005).

Despite these advantages for MIMO-OFDM, SISO-OFDM is still the most significant 

technique among wireless applications. As is shown in section 1.2, MIMO is not a new 

technology, yet has been adopted relatively slow. The most crucial reason for that is the 

computational complexity in the reception process. Recently, a series of relevant 

techniques has emerged to deal with the problem, and/or to improve the performance of 

MIMO-OFDM. One of the key techniques is the transceiver algorithm.

2.2 Crucial Techniques of MIMO & OFDM

2.2.1 Transceiver Algorithms of MIMO

The transceiver algorithm is vital in the process of MIMO system design. There are two 

main schemes: spatial multiplexing (SM), and transmit diversity. The former can 

provide maximum multiplexing gain at fixed FER (Biglieri et al. 2007), yet the 

significant diversity advantages are not usually obtained. The transmit diversity 

technique, with the advent of space-time codes (e.g. Alamouti scheme), was proposed to 

maximise diversity gain for fixed transmission rate (Biglieri et al. 2007), and yields a 

high quality of reception. Figure 2.1 (Biglieri et al. 2007, pi2, 13) illustrates the spatial 

multiplexing and Alamouti schemes respectively.

Symbol Symbol 
period period
2i+1 2i

v* 1 vA 2i+1i A2i

-X*2i • X2i+1

Figure 2.1 (a) Schematic of the spatial multiplexing (b) Schematic of the Alamouti scheme

Both of the schemes in the diagram above are the transmitters with two antennas. 

According to Figure 2.1 (a), the symbol stream X; is launched into X2i and X2i+i from
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two antennas, respectively. In order to avoid the multiple receiving data streams 

interference of spatial multiplexing, the number of the receive antenna (Nr) should be 

more than or equal to transmit antenna (.N,): Nr>Nt. Figure 2.1 (b) shows the Alamouti 

scheme, which can be utilised in the system with two transmit and multiple receive 

antennas (Biglieri et al. 2007). As the figure shows, during the first symbol period, X2\ 

and X2i+i are launched from the first and second transmit antenna correspondingly, 

followed by X2i and -X*2i, respectively, during the second symbol period (Biglieri et al. 

2007).

2.2.1.1 Spatial Multiplexing

A MIMO system divides a high data rate stream into multiple signal streams with a 

lower rate, which are transmitted through different antennas over the same wireless 

channel simultaneously. The process is known as “spatial multiplexing”, proposed by 

Paulraj and Kailath in 1993. It can help to increase data capacity at a higher Signal to 

Noise Ratio (SNR) without any need to expand transmission bandwidth. However, the 

technique is not good enough to achieve full diversity (Burr 2005).

One of the common schemes using “spatial multiplexing” is called layered space-time 

code (LST) (Foschini 1996) with the advantage of providing high spectrum efficiency 

via spatial multiplexing. Several kinds of LST coding architectures exist, including 

Horizontal BLAST (Bell Laboratories Layered Space-Time), Vertical BLAST, 

Diagonal BLAST, etc. A common feature of these architectures is that multiplexing 

gain can be improved by the way of transmitting Nt independent substreams 

simultaneously. The structure of HBLAST (Duman & Ghrayeb 2007) is shown below.

Message
bits

mm
Layer Nt

modulationChannel 
encoder 1

Demux
1:Nt

Figure 2.2 HBLAST encoder structure
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2.2.1.2 Space-Time Coding

Space-time coding (STC) was developed out of the existing diversity techniques (Burr 

2005), and defined by Tarokh et al. (1998) and Alamouti (1998). The scheme brings in 

temporal and spatial correlation into signals delivered from different antennas without 

increasing the transmission bandwidth or the total transmitted power (Biglieri et al. 

2007). It involves coding across space and time and is utilised to address the capacity 

limits of MIMO channels. For example, STC techniques can provide crucial gains in 

error performance and spectral efficiency, and can also be combined with channel 

coding (Biglieri et al. 2007; Giannakis et al. 2007). Given such many advantages 

mentioned above, STC has become one of the favoured schemes for both academic and 

industrial research.

Space-time codes are categorised into STTC (space time trellis codes) and STBC (space 

time block codes), respectively. STBC is a simple but ingenious transmit diversity 

technique for MIMO which can achieve full diversity. There are two kinds of STBC: 

orthogonal space-time block codes (OSTBC) and quasi-orthogonal space-time block 

codes (QSTBC). The former was designed to extend the number of transmit antennas, 

while the latter is introduced by Jafarkhani (2001) to attain a full (or increased) rate 

space-time block codes. On the other hand, STTC can offer coding gain with spectral 

efficiency and full diversity simultaneously over fading channels (Jankiraman 2004). 

By comparison with STTC, STBC are widely regarded as the most popular candidates 

for practical implementation due to ease of decoding and adaptation to various wireless 

standards (Burr 2005).

2.2.1.3 Space-Frequency Coding

The space-frequency (SF) code (Bolcskei, Borgmann & Paulraj 2003; Bolcskei & 

Paulraj 2000; Lee & Williams 2000) is also an important transceiver scheme for 

MIMO-OFDM. The coding was proposed for broadband OFDM systems by employing 

space-time coding across OFDM tones (Bolcskei & Paulraj 2000), and thus both spatial 

and frequency diversity can be achieved. Such a scheme has been reported to be more 

complex to implement in practice and therefore, is not popular in the literature or in 

standards.
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2.2.1.4 Space-Time-Frequency Coding

Space-time-frequency (STF) was first put forward for multi-antenna OFDM 

transmission through frequency-selective fading channels (Liu, Xin & B. 2002). The 

transmission of STF code is shown below (Liu, Xin & B. 2002). The signal transmits 

over the space (through different transmit antennas), frequency (spanned by subcarriers, 

X(n), n=J, ..., N, as shown in Figure 2.3) and time simultaneously. The scheme can 

achieve maximum diversity and high coding gains, and improve the system 

performance significantly compared with the SF coding. This scheme is also complex to 

implement in practice and has not yet found widespread use in practical systems or 

standards.

Space

Time

Frequency

Figure 2.3 space-time-frequency coding

2.2.2 Channel Coding

Channel coding is a time diversity scheme, holding great benefits in combating the 

impairments of a wireless channel (Duman & Ghrayeb 2007). As a significant technique 

in improving performance, channel coding employs redundant data bits in the 

transmitted signal in order to recover lost information from the instantaneous fades at 

the receiver. In other words, a channel coding maps a user’s digital sequence into 

another particular code sequence, which contains a larger number of bits than original 

ones, and is capable of detecting or correcting transmission errors at receiver 

(Rappaport 2002). According to IEEE standard 802.16-2004, channel coding for OFDM 

modulation is composed of three processes: randomization, forward error correction
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(FEC) and Interleaving. The FEC consists of the concatenation of a Reed-Solomon (RS) 

outer code and a rate-compatible convolutional inner code. This is shown in Figure 2.4, 

below.

Data
Randomization

Convolutional
Encoding

Reed-Solomon
Encoding

Figure 2.4 Channel Coding

2.2.3 Precoding

Precoding is used to exploit CSIT (transmitter channel state information), and is a 

significant technique to improve the MIMO system performance gains (Biglieri et al. 

2007). This technique has become an active areas for MIMO research (Sampath & 

Paul raj 2002; Visotsky & Madhow 2001; Vu & Paulraj 2006), and could work with 

spatial multiplexing or space-time coding efficiently. See Figure 2.5 and Figure 2.6 

(adapted from Biglieri et al. 2007, pi01) below.

Noise

Inter
leaver

y Precocler Decoder

Encoder

Figure 2.5 A general precoding with spatial multiplexing encoder

Noise

Space-time
code

Symbol
mapping

Inter
leaver Precoder n£> DecoderChannel

Encoder

Figure 2.6 A general precoding with space-time coding encoder

Besides the transceiver schemes, many other techniques have been developed to 

promote MIMO in practice. One of them is called antenna selection.
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2.2.4 Antenna Selection

Antenna selection is also an important technique in MIMO system design since that the 

cost of the hardware is associated with every additional antenna. Antenna sub-set 

selection is a cost-effective solution, where transmission is performed through a sub-set 

of the available antenna elements (Win and Winters, 2001; Molisch et al., 2001; Health 

and Paulraj, 2001; Gore et al., 2002; Gore and Paulraj, 2002; Blum and Winters, 2002 

cited in Paulraj, Nabar & Gore 2003). According to Paulraj et al. (2003), with the aim of 

reducing the cost of antenna, several aspects such as the signaling scheme, the receiver 

architecture, the nature of channel knowledge available and the criteria (maximum 

information rate and minimum error) should be taken into account. On the other hand, 

lowering the computational complexity is also an essential issue and attempts to reduce 

the complexity of antenna selection algorithm for space-time coded MIMO systems 

have been made (Chen et al. 2007). Figure 2.7 shows a generic antenna selection model 

in MIMO system.

Final
decisions

Message
bits

Feedback on the CSI

Space-time
encoder

Space-time
decoder

Choose 
best 

Lt out of 
Nt

Choose
best

Lr out of 
Nr

Figure 2.7 Generic antenna selection in MIMO system

In Figure 2.7, Nt and Nr are the number of transmit and receive antennas, respectively, 

and L, and Lr are the selected number of antennas at transmitter and receiver. When 

there is no antenna selection, Lt=Nt, Lr=Nr (Duman & Ghrayeb 2007).

Today, MIMO is being combined with other algorithms, such as adaptive equalization, 

in order to obtain a better overall system performance and to further reduce the 

computational complexity.
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2.2.5 Adaptive Techniques

Adaptive, as the name implies, is the process that adjusts itself continuously during data 

transmission by operation on the input signal (Murphy J. 1997). Today, adaptive 

technology is widely used for MIMO systems in wireless communications. One or more 

of the system attributes can be made adaptive. The following subsections explore some 

of these.

2.2.5.1 Adaptive Equaliser

Equalisation is the procedure of correcting channel induced distortion (Murphy J. 1997). 

The adaptive equalizer operates on the channel output (e.g. cascade connection of the 

channel) and has the capability of providing an approximation to an ideal transmission 

medium (Haykin & Simon 2002). It is an efficient way to manage ISI caused by 

multipath. The operation of an adaptive equalizer is shown in Figure 2.8.

x(kT)

Here, d(kT) is the desired pulse shape measured at sampling instants and e(kT) is the 

difference between the filter output y(kT) and d(kT). The error signal e(kT) is used to 

drive the adaption and calculate the mean square error as well. In order to get a 

minimum error, an appropriate algorithm can be utilised here, e.g. least mean square 

(LMS) algorithm. The equalisers can be classified according to various criterions. Table

2.1 illustrates the categories of adaptive equaliser in details (Hanzo, Wong & Yee

2002).
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Table 2.1 The categories of adaptive equaliser

Equaliser Structures
Linear

Decision Feedback

Minimum Mean Square Error

Classified Optimising Criteria Zero Forcing

Method Maximum Likelihood Sequence Estimate

Least Squares (e.g. recursive least square)

Algorithms Stochastic Gradient (e.g. least mean square)

Method of steepest descent

Adaptive equalisation has been applied in MIMO-OFDM to deal with many problems 

successfully, such as channel estimation, interference cancelling etc.(Widrow & Walach 

2008). For example, a method called “data aided adaptive MIMO decision feedback 

equalisation” was proposed, it attained a better BER performance than a V-BLAST 

processor with RLS channel tracking scheme (Jihoon, Heejung & Lee 2005).

2.2.5.2 Adaptive Modulation

MIMO communications benefit from the use of adaptive modulation, which adapts to 

the current capacity of each sub-channel as it changes due to the varying co-channel 

interference and channel fading (Burr 2005). To achieve the adaptation to the 

characteristics, the information of each channel is required and can be provided by a 

closed loop feedback (Burr 2005). A variety of adaptive algorithms can be developed 

and utilised in adaptive modulation and coding schemes with the motivation of 

maximising the transmission throughput at a given target BER (Hanzo, Wong & Yee 

2002). For example, a algorithm, combining the Alamouti’s STC with MRC (maximum 

radio combining), is applied in adaptive modulation and coding in mobile WiMAX 

systems with significantly improved SNR and increased throughput (Muquet, Biglieri & 

Sari 2007). Adaptive modulation can also be used in multicarrier system, e.g. adaptive 

OFDM (Hanzo, Wong & Yee 2002).
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2.3 A Practical Issue in MIMO-OFDM: Channel Estimation

In the earlier sections, some basic techniques for MIMO-OFDM have been introduced. 

Some of the techniques were developed based on relatively ideal wireless channel 

propagation models. Increases in system performance are achievable if more accurate 

channel state information can be determined. The following sections describe the 

channel estimation problem in general and then some specific issues relevant to MIMO- 

OFDM.

2.3.1 The Significance of Channel Estimation

Channel estimation is the method to estimate the channel state information (CSI, i.e. 

channel frequency response), and is a crucial issue for practical MIMO systems to 

perform space-time decoding or diversity combining at the receiver. Most recent studies 

on MIMO are based on the assumption that the channel state information (CSI) is 

perfect at receiver, e.g. Alamouti’s scheme, yet it is not true in practice. Although 

MIMO-OFDM provides an effective and relatively low complexity technique of 

eliminating ISI over frequency selective fading channels, it cannot perform diversity 

combining, or coherent detection without perfect CSI. Therefore, applying a robust and 

accurate method to estimate the CSI is essential for wireless receivers.

2.3.2 Categories of Channel Estimation

Various model-based channel estimation approaches have been proposed for single 

antenna OFDM systems, founded on three main algorithms: maximum likelihood (ML) 

estimation, least squares (LS) estimation, and minimum mean squared error (MMSE) 

estimation (Kay 1993). To select an estimator that performs well for a special 

application depends on many considerations. For example, according to Kay (1993), 

the ML estimator should be applied based on the assumption that the probability density 

function (PDF) is known, whereas the LS can be utilized in a general linear model.

In addition, channel estimation approaches can be further categorised as: pilot-assisted 

(Cavers 1991; Li 2002; Li, Seshadri & Ariyavisitakul 1999) and blind estimation 

(Bradaric, Petropulu & Diamantaras 2003; Ding & Li 2000; Necker & Stuber 2004). the 

Pilot based method consumes more bandwidth by sending training sequences at
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transmitter, yet simplifies the complexity and improves system performance 

significantly. In contrast, blind techniques can increase the effective throughout without 

using pilot, but either degrade system performance or lower convergence rate (Jiang & 

Hanzo 2007).

In wireless systems, most channel estimation is based on inserting training symbols 

(pilots) at the transmitter since it lowers complexity. An ordinary selection for the pilot 

sequences is orthogonal sequences from a constant energy constellation across all the 

transmit antennas (Duman & Ghrayeb 2007).

2.3.3 Current Research of Channel Estimation in MIMO-OFDM

As illustrated before, MIMO-OFDM systems are designed to take advantage of the 

multi-path properties in wireless communications and are capable of improving 

transmission rate, range and reliability simultaneously. However, the advantages are 

achieved assumes a perfect CSI, which cannot be obtained in practice. Some work has 

been done on channel estimation in MIMO-OFDM, however, such schemes are often 

very computationally complex and not suitable for practical implementation. The 

following paragraphs detail the current state of the art in this area.

Beek et al presented two channel estimation methods for OFDM, which are based on LS 

(Least Square) and MMSE (minimum mean-square error) algorithms (van de Beek et al. 

1995). Although their algorithms reduced complexity and improved system 

performance to some degree, the methods are only available for single input and single 

output system. To further reduce the complexity, a training sequence (pilots) based 

signal correction scheme has been proven a feasible method for OFDM (Tufvesson & 

Maseng 1997). A number of pilot assisted approaches based on LS and MMSE 

algorithms have emerged recently. Hsieh & Wei introduced a MMSE estimator, which 

works well in both fast and slow frequency selective fading channels (Hsieh & Wei 

1998). Cai & Giannakis provided a method to optimize the number of pilots and 

implemented it using both LS and MMSE algorithms successfully (Cai & Giannakis 

2004). However, Cai’s estimation can only be utilized in PSK modulation schemes and 

single input and multi output systems. An effective estimation method that works with 

multilevel modulation schemes (e.g. 16QAM) was presented by Yang et al. (Yang et al.
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2001). The approach, also based on pilot symbols, estimates channel delay and tap 

length, as well as channel frequency response, which is regarded as a more practical 

method to be implemented in reality. However, the scheme is proposed for SISO- 

OFDM systems.

More recently, transmit diversity, particularly space-time coding has been developed 

(Alamouti 1998; Tarokh, Jafarkhani & Calderbank 1999), which is characterized by 

high code efficiency and good performance. With the purpose of improving the 

efficiency and performance of OFDM, space-time coded OFDM has been studied 

(Tarokh, Seshadri & Calderbank 1998), and more channel estimation schemes have 

been proposed for those kinds of MIMO and MIMO-OFDM systems. For example, Li 

et al. first presented a channel estimation method for MIMO-OFDM system (Li, 

Seshadri & Ariyavisitakul 1999), which can be employed in both transmit and receive 

diversity systems. A few years later, Li simplified the method yet still achieved quite 

similar performance (Li 2002). Furthermore, Barhuni et al. (2003) described a least 

squares (LS) channel estimation scheme for MIMO-OFDM systems based on pilot 

tones, and he also derived the optimal pilot sequences and optimal placement of the 

pilot tones (Barhumi, Leus & Moonen 2003). Cai et al. developed an auto-correlation 

function based technique to detect the Doppler spread in Rayleigh fading channels for 

MIMO-OFDM systems (Cai, Song & Li 2003). Besides that, in order to reduce the 

required bandwidth, a joint blind and semi blind detection method for space-time trellis 

coded MIMO-OFDM was proposed (Piechocki et al. 2003). The method gets rid of the 

training sequence, yet causes more complexity and reduces the system performance 

sightly (Piechocki et al. 2003). Moreover, Qiao et al. proposed an iterative Least Square 

(LS) channel estimation algorithm for MIMO-OFDM systems, which improve the 

common LS estimation accuracy significantly (Qiao et al. 2005). In the same year, an 

advanced TOA (time of arrivals) based channel estimation scheme for MIMO-OFDM 

systems was presented (Wang, Zhu & Liu 2005).

Recently, more channel estimation approaches have emerged that work in co-operation 

with other techniques (e.g. adaptive equalization), to further improve the capacity of 

channel estimation as well as the performance of MIMO-OFDM systems. Further work 

to reduce computational complexity and suitability for practical implementation is 

warranted.
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2.3.4 Problem of Current Channel Estimation in MIMO-OFDM

First, in most of the existing estimation schemes for MIMO-OFDM, there is an 

assumption that the number of channel taps (i.e. number of resolvable paths, as is shown 

in Figure 2.9, the number of channel paths is 3) is known. In many practical wireless 

applications in which the propagation environment is both complex and time-variant, 

this assumption is invalid. Recently, some attention has been directed to estimating the 

number of multi-path taps. There are several criteria that can be used for the purpose: 

Akaike information criterion (AIC) (Akaike 1974) and its variants final prediction error 

(FPE) (Akaike 1970) as well as minimum description length (MDL) (Rissanen 1978). 

All those criteria are based on the asymptotic arguments and “avoid the use of priors 

numerous model selection rules” (Kay 2001). For instance, Yang et al. described an 

algorithm (Yang et al. 2001), in which MDL was first applied in OFDM. Shutin 

employed AIC to find the number of resolvable multipath components in MIMO system 

(Shutin 2004). Wang et. al. documented a probabilistic data association (PDA) based 

TOA estimation approach for a MIMO-OFDM system, which again employed MDL to 

detect the number of resolvable channel paths (Wang, Zhu & Liu 2005). Whilst 

improving performance in channel model estimation, each of these approaches is 

relatively costly in terms of computational complexity and bandwidth. For example, 

according to Wang et al (2005), only the theoretical analysis of MDL assisted TOA 

approach is introduced, yet the simulation was carried out without the use of MDL since 

the extremely high computational complexity (Wang, Zhu & Liu 2005). On the other 

hand, in Yang’s paper, a large number of pilots were utilised to improve the accuracy, 

yet resulted in high bandwidth consumption (Yang et al. 2001).

Figure 2.9 Multipath wireless propagation
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The recent literature has many examples of proposed performance improvements but 

very few of these are ever implemented in a practical system to prove their viability. 

That becomes another problem of channel estimation in MIMO-OFDM.

2.4 MIMO-OFDM and Wireless Standards

MIMO-OFDM has been adopted in many wireless technologies such as WLAN, 3GPP 

(the third generation partnership project) and WiMAX. WLAN (IEEE 802.11) refers to 

wireless local area network and enables the users to communicate within a limited area. 

802.11 systems have become extremely popular in recent years in homes, schools, 

offices, universities, libraries, cafes, airports and many other public places. Notebook 

computers and many other electronic devices are manufactured with WLAN capability. 

Recently, a new WLAN standard IEEE 802.1 In has been proposed, which adds MIMO- 

OFDM, and can support the data rate up to almost 100Mbps with extended range 

capabilities. Several MIMO configurations are being considered, including 2x2 and 4x4 

with space-time block coding schemes (Duman & Ghrayeb 2007). In addition, MIMO- 

OFDM is also utilised in LTE (long term evolution) included in 3GPP. The LTE 

standard was recently completed, in March 2009.

WiMAX (Worldwide Interoperability for Microwave Access), based on IEEE 802.16 

standards, is a telecommunications technology and was created by the WiMAX Forum. 

With the purpose of promoting the IEEE 802.16 standards and ensuring the 

interoperability among equipment of different vendors, the WiMAX forum is expected 

to play a crucial role in supporting the adoption of IEEE 802.16 as the actual standard 

for broadband wireless access (BWA) technology (Yang 2008). The primary IEEE 

802.16 specified a physical layer at high frequency bands 10-66 GFIz for line-of-sight 

(LOS) communiations, and added specification to support non-line-of-sight (NLOS) 

modes in radio bands between 2 and 11 GHz. Indeed, WiMAX provides a significant 

revolution in BWA with both fixed and mobile handsets around the world, e.g., fixed or 

last-mile wireless access, backhauling, mobile cellular network, telemetering, etc. 

(Nuaymi 2007).

To further improve transmission speeds, the IEEE 802.16-2004 (known as fixed 

WiMAX) and 802.16e-2005 standards (known as mobile WiMAX) specifies SIMO
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(Single-Input Multiple-Output) as well as MIMO techniques for both the network and 

client devices. Compared with the traditional wireless system relying on SISO 

techniques, WiMAX MIMO can provide better performance in terms of error or 

transmission rate, particularly in urban areas where reflection and refraction often occur 

and the signal is usually separated into many transmission paths. It is important to note 

that mobile WiMAX, with a maximum speed of 70Mbps, is a reasonable solution to 

address the speed gap between 3G (maximum 14Mbps) and 4G technologies. Also 

worth mentioning is that MIMO-OFDM systems are a potential candidates for the 

fourth-generation (4G) cellular mobile systems.

Today, many common products employing MIMO techniques based on the above 

wireless standards have appeared on the market, e.g. routers, network adapters, etc. 

However, most of those products are 2x2 MIMO mainly due to cost considerations.

2.5 Justification of Work

As noted in the literature review, MIMO-OFDM is a vital technology in future wireless 

communications development and attracts a great deal of research effort. Many 

important elements of a MIMO-OFDM system have already been studied, such as the 

transceiver scheme, adaptive equalisation and channel coding. Despite this large volume 

of work, some knowledge gaps exist and, therefore, continued study in this area is 

justified. The literature review has identified that some techniques rely on a number of 

assumptions, some of which may not be valid in some contexts, leading to system 

performance degradation.

This thesis focuses on improving channel estimation in a MIMO-OFDM system. Many 

existing techniques for wireless systems assume that the number of transmission paths 

is known, but this is not a valid assumption in many contexts. If the propagation 

environment is complex, the received signal can be significantly affected by multipath 

fading from different reflected, refracted and scattered signals. The properties of the 

transmission channel are also often time-varying. A robust and accurate channel 

estimation technique is required within the receiver to ensure optimal system 

performance. Some such techniques have been proposed in the literature. For example,
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MDL based approaches were proposed to detect the number of resolvable channel paths. 

However, none appears to have been implemented for various practical reasons.

A new hybrid channel estimation approach is developed and analysed in this thesis. Its 

performance is determined through a comprehensive MATLAB simulation. Moreover, 

in a typical wireless propagation environment, there may be numerous propagation 

paths, but only a subset of these will have a significant effect on the fading process. 

This leads to the notion of the number of significant channel paths and the estimation 

process will be focus on these. Few of the channel estimation approaches that have been 

proposed for OFDM based systems can be employed in WiMAX based systems since 

the pilot insertion in WiMAX, particularly in mobile WiMAX do not follow the Nyquist 

rate. The phenomenon makes channel estimation in WiMAX challenging. The 

technique in this thesis is applied in a WiMAX (fixed and mobile) standard context and 

its suitability for this task shown through simulation. The technique is then implemented 

in a real-time DSP hardware system to prove its viability in practice.
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3 Theory

This chapter reviews the relevant theory for a MIMO-OFDM context. First, the theory 

of propagation and multipath fading is introduced, followed by a MIMO system model 

using space-time coding. OFDM and MIMO-OFDM are introduced and described. The 

area of channel estimation is then presented, and an existing conditional model-order 

estimation (CME) approach is illustrated.

3.1 Propagation Channel Model

Signal propagation in the real world is always affected by reflection, diffraction, 

scattering etc., which are caused by obstacles in the propagation environment. In order 

to predict the average received signal strength at a given distance, and the variability of 

signal strength in close spatial proximity to a particular location, propagation models 

have been proposed (Rappaport 2002). Many channel models have been developed over 

the years to assist with the continuing development and optimisation of wireless 

systems. There are two main types of mobile propagation models: large scale models 

and small scale models. The section will briefly introduce them.

3.1.1 Large Scale Path Loss Models

In free space, signals propagation follows a straight line between the transmitter and 

receiver, which is known as a line-of-sight (LOS). However, in many typical 

environments, such as in urban areas, there is no direct LOS path, and many effects are 

considered in designing a propagation model. The large scale propagation models, as 

the name suggests, characterise signal strength over large transmitter-receiver separation 

distances (several hundreds or thousands of meters), and can be categorised into outdoor 

and indoor models, separately.

1. Outdoor Propagation Models

Radio signals commonly propagate over irregular terrain in wireless communication 

systems. Various propagation models are now available to estimate the path loss of the
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particular area by taking the terrain profile, trees, buildings and other obstacles into 

account. Some of the commonly used outdoor models: Longley-Rice model (Longley & 

Rice 1968; Rice et al. 1967), Hata model (Hata 1980), as well as Durkin’s model 

(Durkin 1977) and the corresponding applications are depicts in table below.

2. Indoor Propagation Models

The indoor propagation models are used to characterise the radio propagation inside the 

building, with the greater variability and smaller distance by comparison with outdoor 

models. Several key indoor propagation models such as partition losses model (Dox, 

Murray & Norris 1983; Rappaport 1991; Violette, Espeland & Allen 1988), ericsson 

multiple breakpoint model (Akerberg 1988) and attenuation factor model (Seidel & 

Rappaport 1992) are illustrated in Table 3.1.

Table 3.1 Large Scale Propagation Models

Model Application

Outdoor

Longley-Rice Model Point-to-point communication systems

Hata Model Large cell mobile systems

Durkin’s Model Prediction approach: predict field strength over irregular 
terrain

Indoor

Partition Losses
Various average signal loss measurements have been 
done by many researchers based on the certain ranges of 
frequencies.

Ericsson Multiple 
Breakpoint Model Applied in multiple floor office building.

Attenuation Factor 
Model

In building site-specific propagation model, and can 
combine with free space

3.1.2 Small Scale Fading Models

Small scale fading, is used to characterise rapid fluctuations of received signal strength, 

e.g. amplitudes, phases, or multipath delays, over a short period of time or a short travel 

distance. According to Rappaport (2002), the small scale fading model can be 

categorised into flat fading channel and frequency selective fading channel based on 

time delay spread of multipath within the transceiver channel; it can also be classified as 

fast fading channel and slow fading channel. This categorisation is shown below 

(adopted from Rappaport 2002)(Rappaport 2002).
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Signal BW< channel BW
Multi-path time 
delay spread

Signal BW> channel BW

1. High Doppler shift
2. Coherence time < symbol period

Doppler
spread

3. Channel variations faster than 
base-band signal variations

1. Low Doppler shift
2. Coherence time > symbol period
3. Channel variations slower than 
base-band signal variations

Fast Fading

Slow Fading

Flat Fading

Frequency Selective 
FadingSmall Scale 

Fading

Figure 3.1 Category of small scale fading

In figure 3.1, BW stands for the bandwidth. Some key models with different 

distributions are depicted in Table 3.2 (Simon & Alouini 2005).

Table 3.2 Small Scale Fading Models

Models Distribution Description of the Model

Rayleigh

Model multipath fading with no direct line-of-sight (LOS) 
path.
Also applies to propagation of reflected and refracted paths 
through the troposphere and ionosphere, and to ship-to-ship 
radio links

Multipath
fading Nakagami-m

Gives the best fit to land-mobile, and indoor-mobile, 
multipath propagation, as well as scintillating ionospheric 
radio links

Nakagami-n
(Rice)

Model propagation paths consisting of one strong direct LOS 
component and many random weaker components.

Weibull
A probability model for characterising amplitude fading in a 
multipath mobile radio systems (800/900MHz frequency 
range)

Log
Normal
Shadowing

Log-Normal
Shadowing

Log-normal distribution is a common shadowing model used 
for various outdoor and indoor environments

Composite
Multipath/
Shadowing

K Distribution

A mixture of a Rayleigh and a gamma distribution.
K distribution has been suggested for modelling diverse 
scattering phenomena such as tropspheric propagation of 
radiowaves, various types of radar clutter, and optical 
scintillation from the atmosphere

Composite 
Gamma/Log- 

Norm a 1 
Distribution

Arises in Nakagami-w shadowed environments.
Obtained by averaging the gamma distributed signal power 
(or equivalently the SNR per symbol) of Nakagami-m, over 
the conditional density of the log-normally distributed mean 
signal power (or equivalently the average SNR per symbol)
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3.1.3 Rayleigh Fading Channel Model

A Rayleigh distribution is the most common scheme in mobile radio channels to 

describe statistical time varying received envelope of multipath fading components. A 

Rayleigh distribution is composed by the sum of two quadrature Gaussian noise 

components, and has been applied in a many studies on wireless communications. A 

typical Rayleigh fading envelope with Doppler shiftfd=100Hz is shown in Figure 3.2.

fading amplitudes

)0 500 61
sample number

Figure 3.2 Rayleigh fading envelop (fd=100Hz)

Another popular fading model is the Ricean distribution, and is applied where one 

dominant stationary (nonfading) signal component exists. However, given the current 

context, this project will focus on a small scale fading channel model with a Rayleigh 

distribution as this is more realistic in environments rich in scatterers and NLOS 

channels.

3.2 MIMO System Model

A channel model is one of the most significant components in MIMO system 

development and performance analysis. The word ‘channel’ is used to “describe the 

impulse response of the linear time-varying communication system between a 

transmitter and a receiver” (Oestges & Clerckx 2007). In this section, the models of a
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MIMO (Nr x Nt) system will be illustrated, associated with a flat fading channel and a 

frequency selective fading channel, respectively.

3.2.1 MIMO and Flat Fading Channel

The MIMO system channel can be modelled as a Nt x Nr matrix, and is usually written 

as H. The receiver complex signal vector y, which is received through the flat fading 

channel, can be written as (Paulraj, Nabar & Gore 2003)

Y = HS +W

The sampled (discrete time) signal at nth time instant, is

yM = , TfHsM + w[«],«=ft i.....t-i

(3.1)

(3.2)

where y[«] is the Nrx] received signal vector: y[n] = [yi[n]y2[n]...yNr[n]]1 , and 

Y = [y[0]y[l]...y[T -1]] ; s[n] stands for the Ntxl transmitted signal vector: 

sM = [-s1[«]j2[«]...ja,,[/2]]'/', and S = [s[0]s[l]...s[T -1]], s[n] = ; «[n]

is a Nrx 1 zero mean complex additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) vector 

with s\nkn\l }= <J2nln S(k - /). The parameter Es is the energy normalisation factor. 

(Oestges & Clerckx 2007; Paulraj, Nabar & Gore 2003).

3.2.2 MIMO and Frequency Selective Fading Channel

The frequency selective MIMO channel is expressed by a Nt x Nr matrix. The vector 

/?.[/] (i=l, 2, ..., Nt; j=l, 2, ..., Nr; 1=1, 2, ..., L), where L is the maximum channel

length, refers to the channel impulse response between the ith transmit and jth receive 

antenna. The received signal at time n (Paulraj, Nabar & Gore 2003), is given by

where,

SmM
+ w[>?], n=0, 1,T-l,

ll, = [!]•••*,y mi-

(3.3)

(3.4)

In the signal propagation channel model, the flat fading channel model is an ideal 

environment and does not well represent many practical situations. Therefore, OFDM is
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utilised to deal with the multipath fading problems. Both space-time coding and OFDM 

will be introduced in the following sections.

3.3 Space-Time Coding

Diversity approaches are applied in dealing with the aspects of wireless transmission, 

e.g. fading. According to Biglieri et al. (2007), diversity is defined as the method of 

conveying information through multiple independent instantiations of these random 

fades, and the performance can be improved significantly. There are various forms of 

diversity, e.g. spatial diversity, time diversity, frequency diversity, etc. (Tse & 

Viswanath 2005). In addition, more sophisticated transmission schemes have been 

proposed to deal with the limits of theoretical performance, such as precoding, channel 

coding, spatial multiplexing and space-time coding (STC), ect. (Biglieri et al. 2007). 

STC is considered as the most efficient scheme (Burr 2005; Tarokh, Seshadri & 

Calderbank 1998).

3.3.1 How Space-time Coding Performs

A general space-time encoding scheme used in a MIMO system is depicted in Figure 

3.3 (adapted from Oestges & Clerckx 2007; Paulraj, Nabar & Gore 2003). The input 

sequence of B bits is first processed through the functions of temporal coding, 

interleaving and symbol mapping, and then Q symbols are produced. This process plays 

a crucial role in dealing with the randomness created by the noise at the receiver. The 

output sequence of symbols is then transmitted in space (over Nt transmit antennas) and 

in time (over T symbol periods) simultaneously, forming a ST codeword (matrix C with 

the size of Nt x T ) (Oestges & Clerckx 2007). The ratio B/T is the data (signalling) rate 

of the transmission; while Q/T is spatial code rate, represents the average number of 

independent symbols transmitted from Nt antennas over T symbol durations (Paulraj, 

Nabar & Gore 2003).

T

B hits Symbol O symbols + Space-time 
coding

: 1
Nt : Aft | Codeword C

Figure 3.3 General overview of a space-time encoder of a MIMO system
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3.3.2 Space-time Block Coding for Rayleigh Fading Channel

Space-time block codes (STBC) are selected for this study due to the benefits of full 

diversity gain and less computational complexity. Orthogonal space-time block codes 

(O-STBC) (Tarokh, Jafarkhani & Calderbank 1999) are a significant kind of STBC 

technique, and are capable of decoupling the multipath channel of a MIMO system with 

Nt transmitter antennas and Nr reveiver antennas into a Nt*Nr SISO parallel channel 

model, and still achieving a full-diversity of NtxNr, which further simplifies the 

decoding complexity. Alamouti’s scheme is the best known O-STBC, and has been 

easily used in various MIMO systems with 2 transmit antennas and multiple receive 

antennas, and has been adopted in many wireless standards as well. For instance, the 

2 x 1 system with Alamouti’s code has been utilised in WiMAX standards, which has the 

same diversity order yet superior to the previous commonly used 1 x2 maximal-ratio 

receiver combining (MRRC) to a certain degree. In the following section, the 2*2 

system with Alamouti’s scheme will be illustrated.

3.3.2.1 Space-time Coding for Rayleigh Flat Fading Channel

A system model is developed in the following section by considering two transmit 

(Nt=2) and two receive antennas (Nr=2), utilising Alamouti Space-time code and 

transmitting over a quasi-static Rayleigh flat fading channel. The model is shown in 

Figure 3.4 (adapted from Alamouti 1998). There are two main assumptions of flat 

fading channels: 1. the bandwidth of signal should less than the bandwidth of channel; 2. 

the delay spread should smaller than the symbol period. Moreover, the Rayleigh fading 

assumes no significant LOS component. In addition, the fading of quasi-static channel 

varies randomly from block to block, and the fading channel gains are independent, 

identically distributed matrix with unit variance circularly symmetric complex Gaussian 

entries (Oestges & Clerckx 2007). Given those analytical tractabilities illustrated above, 

although the use of a quasi-static Rayleigh flat fading channel may not be appropriate in 

all propagation environments, it is a valid assumption when using MIMO (Tse & 

Viswanath 2005).
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Receive 
antenna 1

Transmit 
antenna 1

Receive 
antenna 2

Space-time EncoderS2 Si Transmit 
antenna 2

Maximum
Likelihood
Detector

Combiner

Channel
Estimator

Figure 3.4 2x2 Alamouti scheme

According to Alamouti (1998), a 2x2 MIMO scheme is built. Two signals begin to 

transmit from two antennas simultaneously. During the first symbol period, s, and s2 

are transmitted form antenna 1 and antenna 2 respectively. Then in the following period, 

— s2 is delivered from antenna 1, and s[ is delivered from antenna 2. Note that * 

denotes complex conjugate. The h. (7=1, 2/y = l, 2) represents the channel impulse 

responses between ith transmitter and jth receiver, and h,y is defined as hij = aifek0i.

At the receiver, the signals can be expressed as:

y> = tijjSj + h2]s2 + w,
y2 =-hns;+h2]s; + w2 ^ ^

y3 — M. + h22s2 + w3 
y4=-h,2s; + h22s;+w4

where y, (/= 1, 3) are the received signals at the first symbol period, and followed by y, 

(/=2, 4) at the receive antennas 1 and 2, respectively. w( (/= 1, ..., 4) are the complex 

random variables representing receiver thermal noise and interference.

Then the combiner combines the received signal as follows:
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s, = hy, +h2Iy*2 +h;2y3 +h22y;
= {a2 + a; + a: + a] )s, + h", w, + h21 w2 

^2 - h21yi —h,,y2 + h22y3 ~ h12y4 
= (a,2 + a22 + a] + a42 )s2 - h,,w2 + h21w,

and sends them to the maximum likelihood detector

d2(x,y) = (x - y)(x* -y*) = |jc — ^y|“ is utilised here

combined signal s), 1= 1,2, becomes:

Choose sk, if and only if (iff)

(a2 + a2 + a; + a] - l)|s*|2 + d2{s,,sk) < (a2 + a2 + «22 + a] - l)|smf + d2(s,,sm),

\/k ^ m . (3-7)

+ h>3 + h22w;
(3.6)

-h12w; +h;2w3

(Alamouti 1998). The notation 

as the decision rule for each

For PSK signals (equal energy constellations),

hl2=M2 =e„ (3.8)

and (3.7) can be simplified to

or

d2(snsk)<d2(snsm), Vi*k, 

sk = argmmd2 (snsk).
k

(3.9)

(3.10)

The simulation results of employing 2x2 Alamouti scheme, compared with the 

performance of SISO (no diversity) are shown in Figure 3.5. The results indicate that 

space-time coded MIMO is capable of improving the system performance dramatically.

TUT
-0— No diversity 
-*— 2*2 MIMO

zEE|E=EEEj = = = = E"§|=||

| | 1 |:igl=i

111"if I I I I

SNR (dB)

-6— No diversity 
• 2*2 MIMO

= = = = = 5 = = = = =:

= = = = =q=: = = = |= = = = = =|

SNR (dB)

(a)BPSK (b) QPSK

Figure 3.5 Comparison of the BER performance between no diversity and Alamouti scheme for 

different modulation over Rayleigh flat fading channel
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3.3.2.2 Space-time Coding for Frequency-selective Channel

MIMO signal modelling in frequency selective channels has been introduced briefly in 

section 3.2.2. Such channels present practical problems and computational complexity. 

This can be reduced by separating the frequency selective channel into many frequency 

flat fading channels, and OFDM can be used to effectively achieve this.

3.4 OFDM

OFDM was briefly introduced in chapter 2. The following sections provide some more 

details.

3.4.1 OFDM in Broadband Wireless Networks

Although OFDM has been around for over 50 years, it was not until the late 1980’s that 

it could be applied in practice due to the implementation of Fast Fourier Transform 

(FFT) with suitable DSP hardware becoming widely available at that time. It has since 

been adopted in several wireless standards such as IEEE802.il WLAN and the IEEE 

802.16 broadband wireless access (WiMAX). OFDM is also used in DMT tor 

xDSL/ADSL applications, digital broadcasting systems DAB-T/DVB-T, and is a 

candidate for fourth generation mobile wireless systems. The applications of OFDM in 

broadband wireless communications are indicated in Figure 3.6 (Liu & Li 2005).

‘ DVB-T
\
s

s

WbAfJ

BWA

Cellular

IEEE 802.11

Proprietory
(

802.16
J

f

3G £> 4G
^ V,

Figure 3.6 OFDM in broadband wireless networks
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3.4.2 OFDM Generation

The key issue in generating an OFDM signal set is to control all carriers carefully in 

order to maintain the orthogonality between the carriers. The signal set is typically 

assembled in the frequency domain and the Inverse Fast Fourier Transform (IFFT) is 

used to generate the time domain waveform. At the receiver, the inverse process is used 

- the received signal is converted back into the frequency domain using the FFT and 

then the carriers are detected. A block OFDM system configuration is depicted in 

Figure 3.7 (adapted from Jankiraman 2004, pi70).

output

Shaping

Fram
osc.

Estimator

Timing

Channel

Remove
CP

Algorithm

Data
decoding

Data
encoding 

hit to 
symbol

RF
downconversion

parallel

Serial

Parallel
to

serial

Figure 3.7 OFDM system block diagram

The input to the transmitter is a binary serial data stream, which is firstly mapped to M 

possible symbols. The symbol rate can be obtained according to equation: D=R/(log2 M) 

symbols/sec, where R is bit rate in bits/sec, and D is the symbol rate. Then the symbols 

are converted into a parallel format to allow orthogonal modulation to be performed 

using the IFFT. The OFDM modulation can be expressed mathematically as,

x(0 = t(an + jbn)(coswnt + /sin wnt). (3.11)

Following conversion back into a serial format, the cyclic prefix (CP) is added, 

providing a guard interval to suppress ISI caused by multipath distortion. Finally, the 

signals are shaped and transmitted. Each transmission block can be called an OFDM 

symbol (Liu & Li 2005).
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At the receiver, the inverse process of the transmitter is used, with the added task of 

synchronisation needing to be done.

3.4.3 OFDM and MIMO

MIMO-OFDM has been briefly introduced in section 2.1. It is an efficient and low- 

complexity strategy for addressing the normally difficult task of equalisation over a 

broadband wireless channel that is subjected to frequency-selective fading. The 

following diagram shows the basic MIMO-OFDM system (adapted from Oestges & 

Clerckx 2007, p374). STBC can be easily implemented in an OFDM system whereby 

the mapped symbols are encoded into space-time codes before the IFFT operation.

STBC
Encoder

STBC
Decoder

OFDM
Modulator

OFDM
Modulator

OFDM
Demodulator

OFDM
Demodulator

Figure 3.8 Block diagram of a MIMO-OFDM system

The OFDM modulation/demodulation sections are depicted in details in Figure 3.7. The 

parallel space-time coded streams (s) are first applied to an IFFT, and the outputs 

achieved at nth time interval are described as,

X„ =4= zV’7‘" («=0, .... T-1). (3.12)
vT *=°

In matrix form:

[x.... xT_,r = F" x [s0...st_, ]7, (3.13)

T*Tmatrix F" refers to the IFFT operation, thus F is a FFT matrix defined as,

1

1

F=
1 • 

7F '
i

i

1 1 . .. 1
-j—

e T
-j—2

6? 7 . .. e ‘

-jy(T~2) -At-2)2
e 1 . .. e T

-j~(T-\)2
e 1 .

-j^(T-l)(T-l)
.. e T

(3.14)
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A cyclic prefix (CP) is then added, providing a guard interval X v = [x_(G_I) * - • x_, ] to 

avoid intersymbol interference. Hence, the OFDM symbol X’=[X^ X] with the size of 

N, x (T + G -1) is transmitted (Oestges & Clerckx 2007).

At the receiver, the output after guard removal can be expressed as:

[y0 ...yT-i I' = Hg[xG ...xT+G_, ]T + [w0 ...wT_,]r,

where

HIL-1] ... H11J H|0] 0NixNr 

0v,^ H[L-1] \ H[l] H[0]

••• °v,^ H[L-1] H[L - 2]

0
0

N,xNr

N,xNr

H [0]

is a T*(T+G-1) matrix.

(3.15)

(3.16)

This equation can be rewritten as

[y„ •••yr-i |T = Hcp[x0 ...xT_, |T +[w0 ...wT_, ]T , (3.17)

where

HJ0] ^tyx/Vr ••• H[1 ]
H [ 11 H101 0^ ••• ^tyx/Vr H[2]

H [ L — 21 H[0| ^A'/xA'r • • • ^ NtxNr H [ L -1 ]
. (3.18)

H | L — 11 ... H[11 H10J 0NixNr ^ N,xNr

^ N,xNr h[l-u H[L — 2] ••• HI01 ^nrxnt
0 N,xNr H[L -1] ... H f 11 H [0]

T*T blockwise circulated matrix, and its singular value decomposition is

Hc.t» = F" AC^F, (3.19)

where ACP is a diagonal matrix with the elements obtained by a blockwise FFT of

[H[0] H[1]...H[L-1]],

Acp(^0 = IH[/]e"J7". (3.20)

Therefore, formula (3.17) can be rewritten as

[y0 •••yT-. 1T = FHAcp[s0 ...sT_, ]T + [w0 ...wT_, ]T. (3.21)

And the output of the FFT is expressed as
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[y,. -yT.IT =F|y„-- yT-,P =Atp|s0...sT.,r + Fiw1...wT_,]T . (3.22)

From the equation above, the conclusion can be obtained that the FFT matrix F has no 

impact on the noise statistics, and the input-output relationship to every parallel channel 

(k=0,T-l) can be written as,

where

y* = V^H<os* + (3.23)

L-1 -j—kl
(3.24)H(») = Z H[/]e T1=0

In equation (3.23), wk is a Nr x 1 zero mean complex AWGN (additive white Gaussian 

noise) (Oestges & Clerckx 2007). After the OFDM demodulation (i.e. the FFT 

operation), the sequences are then processed through the combiner and ML estimator 

according to space-time coding as illustrated in section 3.3.2.1.

3.5 A MIMO-OFDM System Model

The complete MIMO-OFDM system model is shown in Figure 3.9. Since the research 

described in this thesis is focused on the study of channel estimation, especially on 

estimation of the number of multichannel paths, no channel coding (i.e. convolutional 

coding, linear block coding, BCFI coding, etc.) is utilised in the model. The system 

consists of Nt transmit antennas and Nr receive antennas. Orthogonal space-time block 

coding (OSTBC) is employed as it is capable of reducing the computational complexity. 

According to Figure 3.9, at time n, a data block is mapped and encoded into i sequences 

of information symbols, then pilot symbols are inserted, resulting in the sequence: 

Sj[n,k], k=0, 1, ...K; i=l, 2, ... Nt. K is the number of subchannels, and i represents the 

/th transmitter antenna. Hence, the output signal of the FFT operation at the receiver is 

expressed as

yj[n,k] = YdHl^nyk]s.\nik\ + Wj[n,k], (3.25)

where Hjj[n,k] is the channel frequency response at the kth tone of the OFDM symbol 

between ith transmit antenna to jth receive antenna at time n. Wj[n,k] denotes the 

additive Gaussian white noise at antenna j with zero mean and variance cr , cr“ is
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unknown. In order to perforin decoding and diversity combining at the receiver, Hjj[n,k] 

is required, and thus channel estimation is an essential component in the receiver which 

will be described in the following section.

OFDM
Demodulator

OFDM
Demodulator

Symbol
Mapping

OFDM
Modulation

OFDM
Modulation

Symbol
Demapping

Space-
Tune

Encoder

Proposed Channel 
Estimation

Space-
Tune
&ML

Decoder

Figure 3.9 MIMO-OFDM system model

3.6 Channel Estimation

Channel estimation is a crucial issue in MIMO-OFDM as introduced in section 2.3 and 

modelled in section 3.5. Since the channel coefficients are unknown for each frame of 

transmission, a set of pilot sequences are utilised to calculate those coefficients. The 

received pilot symbols at theyth receive antenna at time n, are

y\n, p] = JTp Z Hy[n, p]s,[n, p] + wt[n, p], pel,,. (3.26)
/'

or

y j = +w> (3-27)

where lp denotes the position of pilot sub-carriers, and P is the number of pilots, sf and 

y1’ are the transmit and received pilot symbols, respectively, and HJ is the channel

frequency response at the pth subchannel. As illustrated in section 2.3, channel 

estimation is typically based on one of three main algorithms: ML, LS and MMSE. The 

added complexity in a MIMO system of multiple channel responses typically results in 

pilot schemes being employed. Both the pilot schemes and channel estimation 

algorithms will be briefly discussed in the context of a MIMO-OFDM system in the 

following subsections.
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3.6.1 Pilots Schemes for Channel Estimation in MIMO-OFDM

The pilots, which are also referred to as a training sequence, plays a significant role in 

channel estimation. For MIMO systems, the detection of channel parameters is more 

complex because every tone within each receiver is associated with multiple channel 

parameters. To deal with the problem, two sets of training sequences are taken into 

account in MIMO-OFDM. The first approach, as shown in Figure 3.10, utilises the 

sequences that can diminish the effects of multiple channels through simple calculations 

at receiver, which is always referred as Non-orthogonal Pilot pattem(Han et al. 2004). 

In order to explain the application of this training sequence in the following section, we 

define it as “pilot scheme I”.

pilot

data

Figure 3.10 Pilot scheme I: Non-orthogonal Pilot pattern for MIMO with Nt transmit antennas

For example, the pilots [1 1; 1 -1] is a typical training sequence for MIMO systems 

since it can be used to calculate the channel gains easily through simple adding and 

subtracting functions.

The second pilot pattern, referred to here as pilot scheme II, sets only one transmit 

antenna send pilot symbol at a fixed time or frequency position, and thus the channel 

estimation for MIMO-OFDM with Nt transmit antennas and Nr receive antennas can be 

regarded as the Nt*Nr SISO-OFDM systems. The pattern is always named as “time- 

orthogonal pilot pattem”(Li et al. 2008; van Zelst & Schenk 2004), and is shown in 

Figure 3.11. Complexity is reduced compared with pilot scheme I.
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Figure 3.11 Pilot scheme II: Time -orthogonal Pilot pattern for MIMO with Nt transmit

antennas

Both of the pilot schemes will be discussed and compared in dealing with the channel 

estimation issue in MIMO-OFDM systems. This will be illustrated in chapter 5 in detail.

Moreover, the position of pilots is also a significant issue in the development of channel 

estimation for MIMO-OFDM. There are two main kinds of arrangements for the 

training sequence, which are defined as block-type and comb-type pilot arrangements, 

respectively (Li et al. 2008). The former is performed through inserting all the pilots in 

a periodical time interval together and is a good choice for slowly fading channels, 

whereas the latter arrange the pilots in the particular subcarriers within one OFDM 

symbol and is more suitable for rapidly time-varying fading channels. Taking all those 

issues into account, a comb-type pilot is selected in this project; and both pilot schemes 

will be utilised and compared in the simulation in next chapter.

3.6.2 Algorithms for MIMO-OFDM Systems

As noted earlier, signals propagating in typical wireless environments are often affected 

by multipath fading. This is because multiple delayed versions of the signal arrive at the 

receive antenna - one from a direct line of sight path, another may be reflected off a 

large object such as a building, others may arrive having been scattered by smaller 

objects. In order to compensate for the distortion resulting from a multipath fading 

channel, the receiver must estimate the number of (significant) channel paths and the 

delays and gains for each path. . The channel impulse response can be given as (Steele 

1992),

h(t,T) = Zr,(0^T-Tl) (3.28)
/

where r, is the delay of Ith path with the complex gains of y,{t). {y,{t)} are wide 

sense stationary (WSS), narrowband complex Gaussian processes and are independent
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for different paths (Li, Seshadri & Ariyavisitakul 1999). The corresponding frequency 

response is described as (Li, Seshadri & Ariyavisitakul 1999),

#(',/) = IM'K'2*' . (3.29)I

According to Li (1999), the equation (3.29) can be further expressed in both time and 

frequency domain for MIMO-OFDM systems as,

HiJ[n,k] = ih,[n,l]xe-j2’*',K (3.30)
/=i

or

EL =ih,xe-J2’MIK (3.31)
/=i ■

L is the number of resolvable paths. In order to obtain channel frequency 

response//.[n,k], we should detect the channel impulse responsehy[n,l]. In order to

obtain hu[n,l], the number of channel paths (also defined as the number of arrivals) L

should be achieved first. However, according to literature review, in many channel 

estimation approaches, the number of channel paths, L, is assumed to be a given value 

for simplicity.

In the following section, the general MIMO-OFDM channel estimation algorithms for 

multipath fading channel is described with the assistance of pilot sequences.

3.6.2.1 Least Squares Estimator

The criterion of least squares (LS) estimation is to select H,,by minimising the squared

error between the practical value obtained through the observation and the fictitious 

result obtained by an estimated channel matrix (Kay 1993), which is shown as,

H.. = argmin || y / -y* ||\ (3.32)
H

where || ||2 is the Frobenius norm. In order to estimate the multipath fading channels, 

the number of channel taps should be determined first, and then the impulse response 

can be calculated with the assistance of pilot symbols and the number of arrivals. Here, 

assume that the number of arrivals is L (1=1, 2... L), and the parameters are the same as 

the MIMO-OFDM system model described in section 3.5. According to Cai et al(2004), 

define:
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G'„ =(^F,,D"(sf)D(sf)F„''rlx(^D(sf)F„H)'' ,

p e Ip,i = 1 = \,...,Nr (3.33)

for MIMO-OFDM, and thus the LS estimation of channel impulse is given by

h'L=G'5y; (3.34)

where F is a LXK matrix \¥}ik=exp(j2n(l-l)(k-l)/K), as introduced above, k=l, 2, ..., K 

and K is the number of subcarriers of an OFDM symbol. fip, ({zp},^=1 = /,,) is ipth column

of F, Fp=[fj, ..., fip, ..., fp], and thus F=[fb ..., fk, ..., fK]. In addition, D(x) stands for a 

diagonal matrix with x in its diagonal, and [ ]" is the Hermitian transpose. Thus, the 

estimated channel frequency response between the ith transmit antenna and jth receive 

antenna is

H',=F*h,„ (3.35)

3.6.2.2 Maximum Likelihood Estimator

The rule for a maximum likelihood (ML) estimator is to choose H(> by selecting the 

maximum p(y'’ | H. )(Kay 1993):

H.. = arg max p(y ; | H..) (3.36)
H

where p(y'j \ Hy/)is the probability density function (PDF) of sequence y £ conditioned 

on H(/ being true (Kay 1993). Since that the noise is assumed as white Gaussian noise, 

the estimated channel H(y obtained through LS and ML are the same to each other.

3.6.2.3 Minimum Mean Squared Error Estimator

Minimum Mean Squared Error Estimation (MMSE) criterion (Kay 1993) is minimising 

the expected value of the estimation error, shown as

MSE = £ || H - H ||2]. (3.37)

Similarly, the MMSE estimator for MIMO-OFDM is obtain through a matrix as 

G‘mmse = (a2I + 5PF,D"(sf)D(s,0F/)-' x(^D(sf)F/)" ,
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peIp,i = \,...,N,,j = \,...,Nr (3.38)

where I is the identity matrix, and a2 is the variance of noise which is unknown in the 

system. The channel impulse obtained through the MMSE estimator is given by

Thus, the estimated channel frequency response between the ith transmit antenna and jth 

receive antenna is

3.7 Conditional Model-order Estimation

Given the significance of estimation of the parameters of multipath channels, some 

attention has been directed in this area in the recent past. A traditional ML based 

approach can be applied for this purpose, but this has proven to be very computationally 

intensive, especially in a MIMO system which may result in the channel estimation 

becoming a computationally intractable problem. An efficient algorithm called MUSIC 

(multiple signal classification) was proposed to detect the direction of arrival (DOA) 

(Schmidt 1986), especially used to detect the delay of multipath channels. Another 

approach: ESPRIT (estimation of signal parameters by rotational invariance techniques) 

(Roy & Kailath 1989) is also a good method and can be utilised for the same purpose. 

However, both of them cannot used to detect the number of taps, and yet requires this to 

estimate the other channel parameters. Yang et al. have proposed to combine ESPRIT 

with another algorithm known as MDL to combat this problem (Yang et al. 2001).

According to my research, MDL is found an effective method in detecting the number 

of arrivals for MIMO-OFDM systems with large number of input data as well as pilot 

symbols (Yang et al. 2001). However, those numbers are restricted in WiMAX 

standards, and MDL based approach is found not suitable in WiMAX based systems. 

More details related to the phenomenon will be illustrated in chapter 5. Therefore, 

another approach is found and first employed in MIMO-OFDM to deal with the issue, 

which is called Conditional Model-order Estimation (CME).

(3.39)

H* =F"h*MMSE (3.40)
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CME was proposed by Kay (2001) and estimates model order by minimising the 

probability of error. The process is based on the probability density function (PDF) and 

avoids any requirements of prior knowledge of the model parameters. The word 

“conditional” is achieved with the assistance of sufficient statistics and does not employ 

any asymptotic approaches. According to Kay (2001), CME can be derived through 

achieving the minimum error probability, which is known as the maximum likelihood 

(ML) rule, and is expressed as “to choose the hypothesis Hk to be a true hypothesis 

among , if

p(x\Hk)>p(x\H,),i*k (3.41)

where p(x\H,)\s the PDF of the data x = [x[0]x[l]...x[N-l]]r conditioned on Hi 

being true”. The equivalent ML criterion can be obtained by maximising the probability 

of a correct decision

P =]-P .± c -i e * (3.42)

The complete derivation and description is shown in Kay (2001), with the result being 

to choose the hypothesis that maximises

Av(*;e,. \Ht)
pn(T/(x);ef | H,)‘

(3.43)

Kay illustrated his algorithm further through a Gaussian linear model with both known 

noise variance and unknown noise variance, respectively. In the thesis, with the purpose 

to simulate a more practical wireless environment, the system with unknown noise 

variance is stressed, and the model is defined as

x = H0 + w, (3.44)

where H is a known Nxp matrix, 0 is px 1 parameter vector, and w is Gaussian noise 

vector,{ w ~ N(0,/)}. The sufficient statistic for unknown parameters in (3.44) can be 

expressed as

a,! = ^-(x-H,eJ(x-H,e,). (3-45)

0 = (HrH)Hrx. (3.46)

Finally, the CME rule for unknown noise variance is simplified to choose model order i 

that minimizes
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CME (/)
N - / - 2 

2
In cr2 + — In 

2
H f H, + In {

[tt(n -i)yN-i)l2 
r[(N-i)/2]

(3.47)

In the next chapter, a modified CME based channel estimation approach will be 

proposed for both SISO-OFDM and MIMO-OFDM systems with the assistance of a 

limited number of pilots. The simulation and performances analysis of the CME based 

method will then be described in chapter 5.
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4 A Hybrid CME-LS Channel Estimation 
Approach

Previous chapters have introduced MIMO-OFDM and the theory associated with it. The 

important role of accurate and efficient channel estimation was highlighted. This 

chapter proposes a modification of an existing CME algorithm based channel estimation 

approach tailored for MIMO-OFDM.

As outlined in the previous chapter, various model-based channel estimation approaches 

have been proposed for single antenna OFDM systems, founded on three main 

algorithms: maximum likelihood (ML) estimation; least squares (LS) estimation; and 

minimum mean squared error (MMSE) estimation (Kay 1993). In addition, channel 

estimation approaches can be further categorised as: pilot-assisted (Cavers 1991; Li 

2002; Li, Seshadri & Ariyavisitakul 1999) and blind (Bradaric, Petropulu & 

Diamantaras 2003; Ding & Li 2000; Necker & Stuber 2004). Blind techniques increase 

the effective throughout but either degrade system performance or lower convergence 

rates. In contrast, the pilot based method consumes more bandwidth, yet reduces the 

complexity and improves system performance significantly (Jiang & Hanzo 2007).

Many existing channel estimation schemes assume a knowledge of the number of 

existing paths in order to reduce computational complexity. However, an accurate 

knowledge of the actual number of resolvable paths will affect channel estimation 

significantly. This thesis considers how the number of resolvable channels can be 

acquired accurately and efficiently. This illustrated in Figure 4.1.
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Figure 4.1 Problem of current channel estimation approaches in MIMO-OFDM

The significance of the problem is demonstrated in Figure 4.2 which shows, through 

simulation the performance degradation of a 2*2 MIMO-OFDM system when the 

number of channel resolvable paths is assumed L=4.

■O— channel estimation with known L 
correct detection 

*3—wrong detection

i

10
SNR (dB)

Figure 4.2 Significance of number of channel taps estimation
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Section 2.3.4 introduced several approaches to estimate the number of resolvable multi 

paths and the three criteria: AIC, FPE and MDL have been applied widely in MIMO 

and OFDM. These criteria are justified in application with infinite data records (Kay 

2001). This results in the performance degradation when utilising the three criteria with 

finite number of pilots for channel estimation in MIMO-OFDM. CME can be used to 

address this issue.

In the following sections, the CME based estimation, named hybrid CME-LS estimation 

of the number of resolvable channel paths is detailed and a modification proposed. The 

modification is firstly introduced in a SISO-OFDM context and then extended into a 

MIMO-OFDM environment with the important aspect of pilot assistance illustrated.

4.1 Hybrid CME-LS Approach for SISO-OFDM Systems

The CME criterion for SISO-OFDM systems is achieved based on theory illustrated in 

section 3.7. The transceiver function for OFDM can be written as

y„ =s„xH„ + w,! (4 j)

where yn is the received data at subcarrier n, (n =1...N, where N is FFT size), Sn is 

transmitter signal, Hn is frequency response of channel and wn is Gaussian noise with 

zero mean and variance cr2, cr2 is unknown. Note that the Equation (4.1) is similar to 

Equation (3.44), implying that the number of channel taps has been successfully 

estimated prior to this process.

To assist with the task of channel estimation, pilots (known symbols) are inserted into 

the transmitted signal by the transmitter. Therefore, the sequence of s«(for pilot symbols 

at position n) in Equation (4.1) is known, and the Equation (3.46) for calculating 0 can 

be ignored. Moreover, according to Kay (2001), H in (3.44) can be observed directly, 

yet in (4.1), the channel frequency response Hn can only be acquired by channel 

estimation. In this thesis, the method of least squares (LS) estimation is selected for this 

purpose. The hybrid CME and LS estimator, CME-LS estimation is proposed to 

determine both the number of resolvable multipaths and channel gains in frequency 

selective fading channels in OFDM system. The estimator is based on a decision 

feedback method, illustrated in Figure 4.3. The array H represents the channel
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frequency response, which contains N subcarriers with the frequency response of Hi(n) 

(.n=l, 2 ... N).

H

/
Least Squares Calculate

CM E

/ i = arg min {CME (y,I)}

Figure 4.3 CME-LS channel estimation

The estimated channel frequency response H,{n), (,n—1, 2 ... N, N is the number of 

subcarriers in one OFDM symbol) is acquired through the assistance of a training 

sequence and least squares (LS) estimation. However, the proposed hybrid CME-LS 

based channel estimation approach is not restricted to LS estimation, and can thus be 

combined with other channel detection methods such as minimum mean square error 

(MMSE), which are capable of achieving better performance. Nevertheless, there are 

two main reasons for choosing LS estimation in combination with the CME approach. 

First, the LS algorithm is the most computationally efficient choice. Second, using LS 

to acquire the channel frequency response does not require an estimate of the noise 

variance unlike MMSE (refer to Equation (3.38)). On the other hand, given the issue of 

improving computational complexity, the zero-forcing (ZF) (Lucky 1965) is a viable 

alternative. However, the algorithm has a key drawback that neglects the noise impacts 

and thus is not often used in wireless communications (Rappaport 2002).

In wireless communication, the channel impulse response was described section 3.6.2. 

In the special case where “the channel has a constant gain and linear phase response” 

(Rappaport 2002), the channel is called “flat fading”, which means there is no frequency 

selectivity, but this doesn’t exclude time selectivity. The channel impulse response is 

easily obtained through LS estimation with the assistance of a pilot training sequence,

as,

h = -L(s,-”'y ,),/£/„
(4.2)
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where P is the number of pilots, s, are the input pilots which are known, y, are the 

corresponding received pilots, and IP represents the position of those pilots. Figure 4.4 

shows the SISO system being considered.

Channel
OFDM

Receiver
OFDM

Transmitter

Figure 4.4 SISO-OFDM

For a multipath fading channel with L taps, the channel impulse response can be 

obtained through (Cai & Giannakis 2004),

G =(f,FD"(s,)D(s,)F,'')-,(7i“D(s,)Fi'')H (4.3)

K = Gy,.,/e//,. (4-4)

where sj is transmitted power per pilot symbol, Fisa LXN matrix

[F]r,n=exp(j2n(l’-l)(n-l)/N), I'e (\,L),ne (IN); (4.5)

f, is zth column of F, F=[fi, ..., f|, ..., fn]. In addition, D(x) is a diagonal matrix with x in 

its diagonal, and [ ]77 is the Hermitian transpose. Thus, the estimated channel frequency 

response is

HL=F"hL, iel, (4.6)

where is Nx 1 matrix, and L is unknown and to be estimated. Here / is utilised to

determine L, l e(l,/max), and/max is the maximum number of taps that can be detected 

using the channel estimator. As shown in Figure 4.3, the decision feedback method is 

applied to implement the hybrid CME-LS algorithm. According to (3.47), the CME rule 

can be rewritten as,

CME (/)
P-1-2 1 ~ ~ \n(P -/Y|(/>~/)/2In a/ x + — In (Hj)rHj + ln{ 1 _ - ^ — I

T[(P-l)/2]
(4.7)

m =-^3y(y,-H;si)r(y,-H;si)/ = C, (4.8)

/= arg mm [CME(/)}, (4-9)

l is the estimated number of channel taps. An important point to note is that the actual 

number of channel taps, L, should be smaller than /max in the process of estimation. The
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issue of significant channel paths which mentioned in section 2.5 will be discussed 

further in chapter 5.

4.2 CME-LS Based Approach for MIMO-OFDM Systems

In this section, the proposed hybrid CME-LS algorithm will be further extended for 

MIMO-OFDM systems.

The system model of MIMO-OFDM was introduced in section 3.5. The output signal of 

the FFT operation at receiver is expressed as,

yj[n,k] = 'LHiJ[n,k]si[nik] + w.[n,k] (4.10)
/

where Hij[n,k] is the channel frequency response at the kih tone of the OFDM symbol 

transmitted from the ith transmit antenna to jth receive antenna at time n. wj[n,k] 

denotes the additive Gaussian white noise at antenna j with zero mean and variance cr~. 

The noise variance cr" is assumed unknown in the system as in earlier sections. In order 

to perform space-time decoding and diversity combining at the receiver, Hjj[n,k] must 

be accurately and efficiently estimated.

The CME criterion for MIMO-OFDM is derived based on the development of CME in 

SISO-OFDM system. In order to apply the approach in MIMO-OFDM systems and 

reduce the complexity of the original CME algorithm, pilots are used as well. The 

received pilot symbols are:

y, [«, p] = Z [«, p]s. [«, p) + w [n, p],pelp, (4.11)
/

Ip is the position of pilots of each OFDM symbol. In order to simplify the derivation, 

the transceiver pilots in equation (4.11) can be further described as

y, =£H..s. +w ., (4.12)
/

and all the symbols are selected from the subcarriers IP (the same for the following 

formulae). With the assistance of pilots, ©should be known as (0 = 0), and thus the

detection for 0 in (3.46) is unnecessary. According to Kay (2001), the sufficient statistic 

can be defined as
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T(y,) = */
&!'

(4.13)

Using the system mode of section 3.5, the CME criterion is simplified and redefined as,
-p

O 7 - - - - - — 1 Nt Nt
PAyy;s,.,cr/ ) = (2no{ )2 x exp[-----T(yj - ZHfsy)r (yy - ZHfs,)] (4.14)

2a j '=' w

/?^(T(yy);s/»cr/2) = /?(s/;cr/2)x^(<T/2;cr/2)

= [(2*)' | cr/2(Hf Hf)'1 |]”l/2 x[(E>-/)<t/2 /cr/2](/>_/)/2_1 (4.15)

x exp[
2cr;

^/2]-{(^-0/K x2(/,"/)/2r(^—)]}

(4.16)

Therefore, from (3.43), (4.14), (4.15), (4.16),

(y) = Px (y;s,, cr/)/pTi (Tz‘(y);s,., cr/)

= r(A-^)/{[^-or,)'! ij 11 y 11 / 2 (cj/2)^-^2-1}
(4.17)

Equation (4.17) can be finally expressed as CME criterion,

CME ..(/) = [(P - / - 2)/2] x In a/

+ -In (Hf)rH;,|+ In { [tt(P - /)] ( />-/)/2 r( p -1
)}

(4.18)

where a/2 is given in (4.16), Hfis the estimated channel frequency response between 

ith transmitter antenna and jth receiver antenna obtained using LS estimation, s, are the 

pilots delivered from ith antenna, P is the total number of pilots and / =1,2, ..., I max, Imax 

is the maximum possible number of resolvable paths, and T is gamma and T(n+l)=n!. 

The number of resolvable paths between ith transmitter and jth receiver antenna can be 

detected by minimising CME,

/ = argmin{CMEt] (yy,/)}. (4.19)

As illustrated above, the proposed CME algorithm is based on LS estimator to acquire 

the channel frequency response Hf, and the whole approach follows a decision feedback 

method. The frequency selective channel is assumed to be Rayleigh-fading, with 

frequency response: Hij[n,k] and impulse response: hj[n,r], l’= 1, ..., L, corresponding to 

the channel between ith transmit-antenna and jth receive-antenna, and L is the number of
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channel taps. The frequency response of MIMO-OFDM, obtained through the LS 

estimation, which was shown in section 3.6.2.1 and 4.1, is described briefly as,

G, =(^FPDH(sf)D(SfF/)-' x(^D(sf)F„")", Pelp (4.20)

h?=G,y;, (4.21)

Hf = F"hf. (4.22)
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5 Simulation and Results

This chapter documents the performance of the hybrid CME-LS channel estimation 

scheme for MIMO-OFDM systems by means of a series of MATLAB simulations. The 

simulations are based on the Monte Carlo method using a sufficiently large sample size 

to ensure accurate results. Moreover, results from the use of different pilot schemes are 

presented and compared. A comparison is made between the CME-LS method and the 

MDL based approach. Finally, the computational complexity of the CME-LS and MDL 

approaches is compared.

Performance measures used in this chapter are:

1. Accuracy in estimating the number of channel taps - this is expressed as a 

probability, hence an ideal estimator should produce a probability of 1 for a 

given number of channel paths.

2. Bit Error Rate (BER) characteristic - plots the demodulated uncoded (i.e. no 

channel coding utilised) BER as a function of the signal to noise ratio (SNR).

5.1 Hybrid CME-LS in MIMO-OFDM Systems

The CME-LS criterion is first applied in the estimation of the number of channel taps in 

a MIMO-OFDM system. The MIMO-OFDM system is built based on the model 

introduced in section 3.5, where Nt=2 and Nr=2. Alamouti space-time code is applied. 

The channel model is assumed to be quasi-static, Rayleigh distributed, multipath fading 

channel.

5.1.1 Investigation of Different Pilot Schemes

As outlined in the previous chapter, two different pilot schemes will be investigated. 

The number of pilots and the number of subcarriers used in an OFDM symbol will also 

be analysed. Pilot scheme I will be investigated first.
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5.1.1.1 Pilot Scheme I
5.1.1.1.1 Demonstration of the Proposed Approach with Pilot Scheme 1

In this simulation, each OFDM symbol comprises N ffl =256 subcarriers, in which 192 

tones are used for data transmission; P= 8 pilots are utilised to assist with channel 

estimation; the DC component occupies one subcarrier; and the remaining subcarriers 

are employed as lower and upper guard bands. The cyclic prefix (CP) number is chosen 

as G=Nffl /4=64 (as recommended in the WiMAX standard (IEEE802.16 2004)); the 

useful symbol time is 128 ps and CP time is 32 ps. With the aim of testing the proposed 

approach in determining the number of taps, the assumption that the maximum delay of 

multi-path fading channels is less than the cyclic prefix period (32 ps) is made. The 

simulation, written in the Matlab language (MathWorks 2008) is partly described using 

flow charts below. The full simulation program is given in appendix B with the 

comments in the code explain how the simulation is implemented.

Input random binary (user) data (192)

Transmitted Symbols

BPSK modulation

Space-time Coding

Serial to Parallel

OFDM modulation

Add Cyclic Prefix

Pilots inserted in 
certain positions 
& Guard interval

Figure 5.1 Flow chart of Matlab code for transmitter
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Receive complex data

No, l=l+\

Output binary data

ML
Detector

Space-time
Decoding

&Combiner

Remove Cyclic Prefix

LS estimation: Hij(l)

LS estimation: H„(/)

Calculate CME: CMEn{l)

l =argmin {CMENl)}i

Obtain pilots from 
known positions

Remove guard intervals 
and pilots

Figure 5.2 Flow chart of Matlab code for receiver
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Figure 5.3 shows the results of the above simulation. The graphs illustrate the 

probability of correct detection of the number of resolvable paths as a function of the 

signal to noise ratio (in dB) for L= 1, 2 and 3. An ideal estimator would always give the 

correct number of channel taps with a probability of 1. Note that the vertical axis in 

each case has a lower limit of 0.1 and an upper limit of 1.

•4)——=rbe—dr

SNR (dB)

Figure 5.3 Probability of correct detection for CME-LS with 8 pilots in 2*2 MIMO-OFDM
system (1=1, 2, 3)

As the Figure shown, the proposed algorithm is affected by noise signiFicantly, for 

instance SNR=10, accuracy is only around 65%. However, the results indicate that the 

proposed CME-LS based a valid method in detecting the number of channel taps in the 

simulated 2x2 MIMO-OFDM systems with high accuracy, particularly at high signal to 

noise ratios.

Another observation from the simulation is that there is an upper limit of resolvable 

multipaths (/max) that can be determined by CME-LS in this context, which is based on 

the number of pilot tones (P) and the number of MIMO channels used. Theoretically, in 

order to the estimate channel gains in MIMO, P > LNt (L < Nt /P ) is the necessary 

condition (Barhumi, Leus & Moonen 2003). Similarly, in order to detect the number of
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resolvable channel path, L should be: L < (P/NJ- 1. Thus, the upper limit is: Imax = 

(P/N,)-\. Therefore, if P=8 and N,=2, the maximum number of channel taps Imax =3. 

Figure 5.4 show the equivalent results from the simulation as in the previous figure, but 

this time with L=4.

Figure 5.4 Probability of correct detection (L=4)

As we can see, the probability of correct detection is less than 50% regardless of the 

signal to noise ratio, and therefore, the estimator has failed.

The performance of the channel estimation approach and its effect on the demodulated 

bit error rate is now investigated. Given that the system described is for a fixed wireless 

application, it is assumed that the channel is quasi-static. We can therefore average the 

estimate of the number of channel taps across multiple OFDM symbols to further 

improve the system performance. Figure 5.5 compares the BER performance for known 

L and for an averaged CME-LS estimated L.
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-B— LS with known L (L=1) 
CME-LS (L=1)

-©— LS with known L (L=2) 
CME-LS (L=2)

CME-LS (L=3)

SNR (dB)

Figure 5.5 Compare BER performances between the CME-LS and estimation with known

number of taps

This graph shows that for known L, performance is slightly better than for an estimated 

L (i.e., lower BER for the same SNR), as one would expect. It also shows that as the 

number of channel taps increases, there is an overall degradation in BER performance 

due to errors caused by fading.

5.1.1.1.2 Limits of Pilot Scheme I

As indicated above, since only eight pilots are inserted in the system, the number of 

channel taps that can be correctly detected is limited to less than four. However, 

increasing the number of pilots will increase the estimation capacity for more complex 

propagation environments, but will reduce bandwidth efficiency. In many common 

propagation environments, it may be possible to assume that there are only 3 or less 

dominant transmission paths. Where such an assumption does not hold, more pilots 

should be employed, despite the consumption of additional bandwidth. An example is 

shown below.

The simulation is carried out in the same MIMO-OFDM system model as section 

5.1.1.1.1, yet 16 pilots are inserted in each OFDM symbol. The accuracies of the
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proposed CME-LS based approach for several different channel lengths are given in 

Figure 5.6.

SNR(dB)

Figure 5.6 Probability of correct detection for CME-LS with 16 pilots in MIMO-OFDM

Theoretically, the maximum number of channel taps that can be corrected detect should 

be Imax = P/1-1, where P= 16, and Imax = 7. Elowever, the results indicate that the actual 

correctly estimated channel order is only L<4. For channel models with L=5 and L =6, 

the estimator fails.

Investigation of the cause of this was undertaken and led to a different pilot scheme 

being proposed. This scheme, called pilot scheme II is characterised in the following 

section.

5.1.1.2 Pilot Scheme II

5.1.1.2.1 Demonstration of the Proposed Approach with Pilot Scheme II

The pilot subcarrier pattern used in pilot scheme II for 2x2 MIMO-OFDM is shown 

below.
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Figure 5.7 Pilot scheme II for 2X2 MIMO-OFDM

As pilots between two transmit antennas are orthogonal to each other, only one transmit 

pilot is available at a fixed time. Thus, the estimation of channel impulse for a 2><2 

MIMO model can be simplified as the estimation for 4 SISO systems. First, the number 

of channel taps that can be correctly detected is analysed again with the new pilot 

scheme, and the results are depicted in Figure 5.8.

SNRfdB)
Figure 5.8 Probability of correct detection with different number of taps using scheme II (16

pilots) in MIMO-OFDM

In contrast to Figure 5.6, in Figure 5.8 it can be seen that the proposed detection 

algorithm with pilot scheme II is capable of achieving good performance, and can detect 

up to 6 channel taps correctly. It is unclear as to why the performance varies for the 

different values of L as shown and this requires further investigation which is outlined 

in chapter 8.
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The comparisons of BER performances between CME-LS and LS with different known 

L using pilot scheme II are shown in Figure 5.9. Despite some performance degradation, 

the proposed algorithm can still be regarded as a good method since both of the curves 

are quite close to each other, the difference being only around 1 dB.

LS with known L 
CME-LS

SNR(dB)

LS with known L 
CME-LS

SNR(dB)

(b) 1=2
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(c) 1=3

■E3— LS with known L 
CME-LS
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E3— LS with known L 
-*.. CME-LS

SNR(dB)
(e) L=5

LS with known L 
•>•• CME-LS

10
SNR (dB)

(f) L=6
Figure 5.9 Comparison of BER performances between CME-LS and LS with known L using

scheme II (16 pilots) in MIMO-OFDM
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5.1.1.2.2 Limits of Pilot Scheme 11

It would appear from the graphs presented above that pilot scheme II is superior in 

performance to pilot scheme I, but bear in mind that this is only a valid observation for 

P= 16 pilots. The question to be asked next is whether this performance difference 

remains significant for a smaller number of pilots which may be used in a less complex 

environment.

First of all, the upper limits of the number of channel taps for scheme II is taken into 

consideration. As mentioned above, the maximum order that can be utilised in the 

detection should be: Lax = (P/2-1). Since P=8, the Lax = 3. Theoretically, both of the 

schemes have the same criterion of upper limits.

However, in the simulation, the number of resolvable multi paths that can be correctly 

determined is less than or equal to 2 for CME-LS. As shown in Figure 5.10, although 

the probabilities for CME at L=2 are all more than 50 per cent, accuracy decreases as a 

function of SNR, plateauing at about 0.65 above 20dB. For L=3 and above, the CME- 

LS based estimator is invalid.

o 0.85

o 0.8

20
SNR(dB)

Figure 5.10 Probability of correct detection for CME-LS with scheme II (8 pilots)
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Then the issue is analysed further by comparing the BER performance between CME- 

LS and LS with known L, which is shown in Figure 5.11.

£3— LS with known L 
• *.... CME-LS

SNR (dB)

(a) L= 1

DC
LU
CD
■O
CD

X3OOc
Z)

10‘ ^
_ ec LS with known L 

CME-LS

r

k

10

-'Ss-

10

SNR (dB)

(b) L=2

Figure 5.11 Comparison of BER performances between CME-LS and LS with known L using

scheme II (8 pilots)
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Observe Figure 5.1 1 (b), when L=2, the BER performance seems good for SNR is low 

(OdB to 18dB), and the curves are on top of each other; yet for SNR=20dB and 24dB, 

the errors increase significantly again. The phenomenon is mainly caused by the 

decrease in accuracy of detection of the number of channel taps (see Figure 5.10, L=2). 

Therefore, it can be concluded that if the number of pilots is small, pilot scheme II is 

ineffective.

5.1.1.3 Summary of Comparison between Different Pilot Schemes

As shown in previous sections within this chapter, pilot scheme I achieves good 

performance when the number of channel taps is less than 3. When more paths are 

present in the channel, pilot scheme I works well as long as more pilots are inserted into 

the transmitted signal. On the other hand, pilot scheme II is superior when the number 

of resolvable paths is greater than 3 for 16 pilots.

When the number of taps is equal to 1, the performance of pilot scheme I is slightly 

better than pilot scheme II as shown in Figure 5.12 below.

-©— Pilot scheme I 
a Pilot scheme II

SNR (dB)

Figure 5.12 Performance comparison between the two pilot schemes
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It is concluded, therefore, that in a relatively simple RF propagation environment, such 

as a rural or fringe urban context, pilot scheme I is preferred and has good bandwidth 

efficiency. However, when the propagation environment is more complex, such as in 

dense urban and/or indoor environments, pilot scheme II is recommended.

The table below summarises these findings:

Table 5.1 Recommended pilot schemes for different propagation environments

Propagation Environment Recommended scheme Number of pilots

Simple (L < 3) Pilot scheme I 8

Complex (3 < L < 7) Pilot scheme II 16

5.1.2 CME-LS in Non-zero Taps Estimation

As mentioned in chapter 2, even though there may be a number of parallel channel paths, 

only some of these may have a significant effect on the fading process. This leads to the 

term “non-zero taps” estimation in the literature. This section investigates the ability of 

the CME-LS algorithm to detect only the number of significant (resolvable) paths and 

ignore paths that have low overall power levels.

The channel model was modified in this section to make one of the 3 channel paths 

exhibit a very low power level with respect to the noise power: (Phn\hi\ <2\w\ , |w| is 

noise power, /=1, 2, 3). Results are presented in Table 5.2.

Table 5.2 CME-LS in non-zero taps detection in MIMO-OFDM system

SNR(dB)
Model Order under Estimation (%)

L=1 L=2 L=3 L=4

Number of Estimated

Order 1=1)

10 5 72 20 3
15 2 90 8 0
20 0 99 1 0

As we can see from the results, the correct result of 2 significant paths is estimated in 

the majority of cases, particularly with high signal to noise ratios.
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5.1.3 CME-LS performance with QPSK

In earlier sections, simulations are undertaken based on an OFDM structure with 256 

subcarriers and using BPSK modulation for each subcarrier. However, the proposed 

CME-LS algorithm is flexible and can be employed in many other configurations. In 

this part, both the OFDM scheme and modulation type are changed, and the 

performance of the proposed algorithm is investigated.

First, the number of subcarriers in each OFDM symbol is changed to 128 (previously 

256). The length of cyclic prefix is also changed to one eighth of the length of the 

OFDM symbol (previously one quarter). Pilot scheme II with 16 pilots is used, based on 

the investigation from section 5.1.1.3. As with previous simulations, it is again assumed 

that the maximum delay of multi-path fading channels is less than the cyclic prefix 

period and can thus be ignored. QPSK modulation is utilised instead of BPSK.

The MIMO-OFDM system configuration and the channel model are still the same as 

illustrated in section 5.1.1.1.1 except for the OFDM structure and modulation scheme as 

outlined above. The probability of correct detection of the number of resolvable channel 

paths and BER performances of the modified structure are shown in Figure 5.13 and 

Figure 5.14, respectively.
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SNR (dB)

5.13 Probability of correct detection of CME-LS in the MIMO-OFDM system with other

schemes

LS with known L 

-C—CME-LS

SNR (dB)

Figure 5.14 BER pcrfonnancc using other schemes
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It is concluded from these results that the performance of CME-LS works 

approximately equally well with the changed parameters, thus demonstrating its 

versatility.

5.1.4 Comparison of CME-LS and CME-MMSE

The CME based approach can be combined with any other channel estimation method 

and is not just restricted to using the LS algorithm. For instance, in theory, it can be 

combined with MMSE to achieve an improvement in overall system performance. 

Notwithstanding, there are several reasons why LS estimation has been chosen in this 

thesis:

1. LS estimation is less computationally complex than MMSE.

2. MMSE requires the noise variance a2 to be known.

However, the performance difference between LS and MMSE was investigated in order 

to determine the magnitude of possible improvement in system performance. The LS 

approach is used within the CME algorithm to determine the number of channel taps 

and an estimate of the noise variance. Then MMSE is used to estimate the channel gains.

Other parameters of the simulation are identical to those in section 5.1.1.1.1.

CME-MMSE

CME-LS

SNR (dB)

Figure 5.15 Comparison between CME-LS and CME-MMSE {L-4)
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These results indicate that this is very little difference in performance using MMSE. 

Given the increased computational complexity in the use of MMSE, it is recommended 

that CME-LS is the better approach in this context.

5.2 Comparison of CME-LS & MDL Approaches in MIMO- 
OFDM

In this section, the proposed hybrid CME-LS will be compared with the currently used 

MDL based approach. All the advantages and disadvantages will be illustrated in detail 

in the following section.

5.2.1 MDL for MIMO-OFDM

Yang et. al have applied MDL (Minimum Description Length) in the determination of 

the number of resolvable multi paths for OFDM (Yang et al. 2001). However, Kay 

shows that this approach has limited accuracy because of the short data records used. 

(Kay 2001). According to Kay (2001), the MDL criterion for MIMO-OFDM can be 

derived as,

MDLj (/) = (P / 2) In <7/2 + [{L + \)H]\nP (5.1)

<*/’ =(y/-IH?s,)r(y;-ZHfs,)/JP (5.2)

1 = axgm'm{MDL„(y,,l)} ■ (5.3)

All the parameters are the same as the description in chapter 4, whereas H'J is the 

channel frequency response between the ith transmit antenna and jth receive antenna 

obtained using LS estimation.

5.2.2 Performance comparison in MIMO-OFDM

5.2.2.1 Performance comparison with pilot scheme I
The comparison is carried out in the 2x2 MIMO-OFDM system as described in section 

5.1.1.1.1. Figure 5.16 depicts the comparison of accuracy of channel tap length 

estimation between CME and MDL based algorithms at different SNRs when the 

number of channel taps L=1, 2, 3 and 4 respectively. The first three graphs show that 

the CME-LS based approach is superior to MDL in estimation of the number of 

channel taps with the application of pilot scheme I.
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As illustrated before, there is an upper limit to the number of taps that can be accurately 

estimated, P=8, and thus the maximum number of channel taps that can be corrected 

detected for CME is lmax=3. According to Yang (2001), an upper limit for the number of 

taps that can be accurately estimated by MDL is: P>2L+1, and thus for MDL lmax=3, 

too.

Therefore, as shown in Figure 5.16, when L—4, both of the estimators failed only 

achieve low accuracy which is below 40 per cent.

*.... CME

-©— MDL
9 0.2

SNR (dB)

cd 0.6

-*— CME 

O— MDL
9 0.2

SNR(dB)

14 16
SNR (dB)

Figure 5.16 Comparison of Probability of correct detection between CME-LS & MDL-LS with
8 pilots in MIMO-OFDM system

A comparison of BER performance using BPSK modulation, is depicted in Figure 5.17. 

This figure compares LS estimation with known number of channel taps, CME-LS and 

MDL. The performance of each of the 3 scenarios is fairly equal at low SNRs but 

differences appear at high SNRs where the performance of MDL is the worst.
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■— LS with known L 
-*— CME-LS 
■e— MDL-LS

SNR (dB)

Figure 5.17 Comparison of BER among LS with known L, CME-LS & MDL-LS with 8 pilots

(L=3) in MIMO-OFDM system

When more pilots are used, the CME-LS based algorithm is still superior to the MDL 

based approach in both accuracy and BER performance, which is shown in Figure 5.18, 

Figure 5.19, respectively. The system is the same as section 5.1.1.1.2, and 16 pilots are 

utilised in the simulation.

-+— CME-LS (L=2) 
G— MDL-LS (L=2)
-+-.. CME-LS (L=4)
■O— MDL-LS (L=4)

20
SNR(dB)

Figure 5.18 Comparison of probability of correct detection between CME-LS and MDL-LS

with 16 pilots in MIMO-OFDM
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■B— LS with known L 
-*— CME-LS 
■0— MDL-LS

SNR(dB)

(a) L=2

LS with known L 
-*— CME-LS 
-0— MDL-LS

SNR(dB)

(b) L=4

Figure 5.19 Comparison of BER performances among LS with known L, CME-LS and MDL-

LS with 16 pilots in MIMO-OFDM
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As illustrated in section 5.1.1.1.2, the proposed CME-LS approach is invalid when the 

number of taps increases to 5, for instance L>5. The MDL approach is affected similarly 

as shown in Figure 5.20.

O- CME-LS(L=5) 
€>-- MDL-LS (L=5) 

CME-LS (L=6) 
-B— MDL-LS (L=6)

20
SNR(dB)

Figure 5.20 Problem of CME-LS and MDL-LS with scheme 1(16 pilots)

5.2.2.2 Performance comparison with pilot scheme II

In this section, pilot scheme II is applied as described previously. According to the 

analysis in section 5.1.1.2, pilot scheme II simplifies the MIMO system into Nt*Nr 

SISO systems. Theoretically, in the SISO systems, the upper limit of the number of 

channel taps that can be correctly detected {Imax) is: Imax = P/2-1 for MDL and Imax = P-1 

for CME.

As indicated in Figure 5.7, only one corresponding pilot subcarrier is non-zero in each 

OFDM symbol. This means that there are, in fact, only PI2 training symbols inserted 

available to detect the channel parameters at each transmit end. Therefore, for the 2><2 

MIMO-OFDM with pilot scheme II, the maximum number of channel taps that can be 

correctly detected {Imax) is:
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Imax for CME Imax-C — (PI2-1) 

Imax for MDL Imax-M — (PI2)/2-l.

Simulation and Results

In this section, the number of pilot: P= 16, and thus lmax-c = (7V2-1)=7, while lmax-M = 

(/72)/2-l =3. In the simulation, the empirical lmax-c obtained is 6, which matches the 

theory. However, it is found that the MDL based approach is invalid in this 

circumstance. Figure 5.21 below shows the results of both approaches. In this case, the 

maximum order Imax =3 is employed for both approaches, and the number of resolvable 

channel paths is assumed as L= 2. According to the figure, the CME-LS based approach 

is valid in detecting the number of taps, and can also estimate up to 6 multiple taps 

(mentioned section 5.1.1.2.1), whereas the MDL has failed.

-*— CME-LS (L=2) 
S— MDL-LS (L=2)

£ 0.5

20
SNR(dB)

Figure 5.21 Compare the probability of correct detection between CME-LS & MDL-LS with

scheme II (16 pilots)

The reason for this is not entirely clear. However, it would seem that the MDL 

equations presented by Rissanen, Djuric and Kay (Djuric 1998; Kay 2001; Rissanen 

1978) are somewhat different to those presented by Yang et. al. (Yang et al. 2001). The 

latter authors proposed a modification to the MDL algorithm that greatly increased the 

complexity of this approach. Given that this thesis is aiming for a computationally
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efficient approach, it was decided not to implement or analyse this modified approach 

from Yang et al., even though it may provide better performance.

5.2.3 Computational Complexity Analysis between CME & MDL in 
MIMO-OFDM

In this subsection, the computational complexity of CME and MDL criteria for MIMO- 

OFDM system are analysed and compared. Since both of the schemes are based on the 

LS algorithm for the estimation of channel gains, only the estimation of the number of 

channel taps is considered in this section. This corresponds to the CME and MDL rules 

(equation (4.16) to (4.18), (5.1) to (5.3)) provided in previous sections.

The measure of “flops” (floating-point operations) is used in this section for estimating 

the computational complexity of a particular algorithm. In fact, counting the number of 

flops is just an estimate of the computational complexity of an algorithm, whereas the 

exact method is to implement the algorithm in hardware and calculate the number of 

instructions as well as the required processing time. However, flop count is still 

regarded as a good approach and widely used in computational complexity analysis by 

providing “a useful first indication of an algorithm’s operation time” (Watkins 2002).

For various operations, the rules of flop counting are different. For instance, a real 

addition, or multiplication is counted as one flop, while the complex addition and 

multiplication is counted as two flops and six flops, respectively. To some extent, the 

correlation between estimated flop count and actual execution time in hardware is a 

function of the actual DSP used as well as the efficiency of the compiler. The number of 

flops in every real operation and complex operation are shown in Table 5.3 and Table 

5.4 (Abdolee, Tharek & Idrus 2007; Zhang & Lee 2008). These are commonly used 

estimates from the literature.

Table 5.3 Number of flops for each real operation

Operation Multiplication Addition Subtraction Division

Number of flops 1 1 1 1
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Table 5.4 Number of flops for each complex operation

Complex Operation
Number of Real Operations

Multiplication Division Addition/
Subtraction

Total number 
of flops

Multiplication 4 0 2 6

Division 6 2 2 10

Addition/ Subtraction 0 0 2 2

Complex magnitude 2 0 1 3

In order to clarify the complexity derivation, the formula (4.18) can be rewritten as

CME'j (/) = {MP-m (/>-/) HfrHf |(<j/2)(/M)-2},/2

r(^)
(5.4)

Whereas the MDL criterion can be similarly rewritten as,

MDL,l(l) = [(a>2YP'MT (5.5)

As is shown in equation (4.16) and (5.2), the complexities of ai' for CME and MDL 

criterion are,

CME: 8PN, +8P+1 flops, (5.6)

MDL: %PN, +8P flops. (5.7)

The flop counts for CME and MDL in formulas (5.4) and (5.5) are

CME: 16P- 8/ -10 + fsqr,, (5.8)

MDL: 6P + l-4 + fsqrl. (5.9)

where fsqrl represents the number of flops that function “square root” requires. Given 

that both of the CME and MDL have the same functions of “square root (fsqrl)” and

“argmin”, in order to simplify the comparison of complexity, the flop count for both 

criteria can be described as below by getting rid of those components,

CME: 24P-8/ - 9 + SPN,, (5.10)

MDL: 14P + /-4 + 8/W,. (5.11)

While fo: the whole process, where / e (l,/max), the flop counts can be finally expressed 

as:

CME: (24P - 9 + SPN,)/m„ - 4/m„ - 41J , (5.12)
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MDL: (14P-4 + 8PAr,)/„„+/„,„(l + /mJ/2 . (5.13)

The thesis focuses on the simulation of 2x2 MIMO systems, and thus N, = 2. Therefore, 

the two criteria are become:

CME: (40P-9)/„„ -4/_-41J (5.14)
MDL: (30P-4)/n,„+/nl,x(l + /n,J/2 (5.15)

Since the maximum Imax is that lmax= PI2-1 for 2x2 MIMO. Therefore, the Equation 

(5.14) and (5.14) can be described as the function ofP,

CME: \9P2 -42.5P + 9 , (5.16)

MDL: 15.125P2 -32.25P + 4 . (5.17)

Figure 5.22 illustrates this relationship.
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Figure 5.22 Complexity comparison (difference only) between CME & MDL

We can see that for P=8 pilots, the difference is not too significant (about 22%) whereas 

at P=16, the difference is somewhat larger (about 24%). Note that this analysis has not 

included the flops for the square root or minimum calculation and therefore the 

percentage flop differences between CMS-LS and MDL will actually be somewhat 

lower. Even for a larger number of pilots, the difference is not overly large, indicating
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that the additional performance gains from using the CME-LS method outweigh the 

benefits of using the existing MDL approach. Furthermore, this analysis has focused on 

the non-modified MDL method reported by Yang et al. which would add further 

complexity to the MDL approach than is illustrated above.

5.3 Summary

In this chapter, the capacity of the proposed pilot-assisted CME-LS based channel 

estimation algorithm is analysed by means of a simulation. The proposed method has 

been shown to be a viable approach in determining the number of resolvable channel 

paths in MIMO-OFDM systems in the absence of prior knowledge of model parameters. 

It is also confirmed as an effective non-zero taps detection approach for MIMO-OFDM 

system.

Two different pilot schemes identified from the literature have been applied using this 

hybrid CME-LS algorithm in a MIMO-OFDM context. Their performance has been 

characterised in both simple and more complex wireless propagation environments and 

recommendations made regarding their use.

The CME-LS approach was shown to be viable using a different modulation scheme 

(QPSK) and also in combination with MMSE channel estimation.

A comparison of the performance between CME-LS and the MDL approach was 

undertaken. Although MDL is reported as a popular and effective method in the 

literature, this thesis has shown that MDL does not perform so well when the number of 

pilots is limited. This work has demonstrated the CME-LS algorithm to be superior in 

performance to MDL, even with a small number of pilots. Although the computational 

complexity of CME-LS is slightly higher than the original (unmodified) MDL approach, 

the increased performance of CME-LS warrants the use of this algorithm in a MIMO- 

OFDM context.

The next chapter will apply the CME-LS algorithm in standardised WiMAX 

environments and will utilise more realistic channel models as suggested by the
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literature. The performance of CME-LS in these environments will be documented and 

discussed.
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6 Hybrid CME-LS Approach for Broadband 
WiMAX Based MIMO-OFDM Systems

The previous chapter demonstrated the viability of CME-LS in accurately estimating the 

number of channel taps in a 2x2 MIMO-OFDM system. This approach is now applied 

in a realistic WiMAX context and the performance documented. Both fixed wireless as 

well as mobile wireless WiMAX standards are considered. Published channel models 

suitable for WiMAX applications are used in the simulations in this chapter.

6.1 CME-LS for Fixed Broadband MIMO-OFDM Systems

In order to test the capacity of the proposed CME-LS approach in fixed broadband 

MIMO-OFDM systems, the configuration parameters of the system are modified as the 

IEEE 802.16d (2004) standard. These parameters are given in Table 6.1.

Table 6.1 OFDM symbol parameters

Parameter Value

Nominal Channel Bandwidth (BW) 1.75 MHz
Sampling Factor ( n) 8/7
Number of Used Subcarrier (Nsubused) 200
Ratio of Guard time to useful symbol time (G) 1/4,1/8, 1/16, 1/32

A#/( smallest power of 2 greater than Nsubused) 256
Number of lower frequency guard subcarriers 28
Number of higher frequency guard subcarriers 27
Number of DC subcarriers 1
Sampling Frequency (Fs) Floor(n.*BW/8000) * 8000
Subcarrier Spacing (Af) Fs/Nfft
Useful Symbol Time (Tb) 1/Af
CP Time (Tg) G*Tb

OFDM Symbol Time (Ts) Tb+Tg
Sampling Time Tb/Nfft
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Also given in the IEEE 802.16d (2004) fixed WiMAX standard is the parameter that 8 

pilots are to be used in each OFDM symbol. As discussed in the previous chapter, this 

places an upper limit on the number of resolvable channel paths that can be detected - 

in this case, the maximum is 3. Furthermore, given the discussion in the previous 

chapter regarding the choice of pilot schemes (section 5.1.1.3), pilot scheme I is 

recommended in this particular context.

The literature suggests the use of a SUM (Stanford University Interim) channel model 

for a realistic fixed broadband channel model (Erceg 2001 ; Oestges & Clerckx 2007). 

This channel model was used in the simulation in this section, with parameters as given 

in Table 6.2. SUM corresponds to a channel model using terrain type B (hilly terrain 

with light tree density or flat terrain with moderate to heavy tree density), high Doppler 

spread, moderate delay spread and low line-of-sight power.

Table 6.2 SUM Channel Model (omni direction antenna) [L=3]

Tapi Tap 2 Tap3
Delay (ps) 0 1.5 4.0
Power (dB) 0 -4 -8

Doppler (Hz) 0.20 0.15 0.25
90% K-factor 0 0 0

BPSK modulation is used as the modulation type for each OFDM subcarrier. As in the 

previous chapter, performance measures to be documented are:

1. Accuracy of the CME-LS algorithm in determining the correct number of 

resolvable muiltpaths (probability of correct detection)

2. Uncoded BER performance as a function of SNR. In this case, a comparison is 

made between the CME-LS estimator and LS with known number of resolvable 

multipaths (L).

The results of the simulation are shown in Figure 6.1 and Figure 6.2.
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20
SNR (dB)

Figure 6.1 Probability of correct detection in fixed WiMAX lEEE802.16d using SU1-4 channel

model

■G— LS with Known L 
■ CME-LS

SNR (dB)

Figure 6.2 Comparison of BER performance for CME-LS and LS with known L in fixed 

WiMAX IEEE 802.16d using SUM channel model
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As shown in Figure 6.1, CME-LS maintains its high level of accuracy under these 

realistic conditions. In fact, the accuracy shown in this figure is higher than that shown 

in Figure 5.3 (note the difference in vertical scale in Figure 6.1). The reason for this is 

that the channel model used in the simulation in chapter 5 was a randomised Rayleigh 

flat fading channel in which the channel tap parameters are random numbers (refer to 

code in Appendix B). The SUM channel model is a much more realistic model which 

makes the estimation process less challenging than a totally random model.

The BER performance of CME-LS is almost identical to that with known L, which 

indicates that CME-LS using pilot scheme I in a fixed WiMAX context based on 

IEEE802.16d is a viable method for channel estimation. It is interesting to note that the 

effects of Doppler spread introduced in the channel have had very little, if any, effect on 

the viability of the CME-LS algorithm for channel estimation. The next section will 

investigate the viability of CME-LS in a mobile WiMAX context.

6.2 CME-LS for Mobile broadband MIMO-OFDMA System

In this section, the CME-LS algorithm is implemented in a mobile broadband WiMAX 

context. System parameters are set according to the IEEE 802.16-2005 (P802.16e/D8 

2005) standard, where MIMO-OFDMA is applied instead of MIMO-OFDM. OFDMA 

(Orthogonal Frequency-division Multiple Access) uses the same techniques as OFDM, 

but allows for multiple users to access the system simultaneously. This is achieved by 

arranging the OFDM sub-carriers into physical and logical clusters, with each user 

being allocated to several clusters. This is shown in Figure 6.3 .

guard
subcarriers j

\
ttt

Pilot

,......... i
guard

r subcarriersL ml
OFDM di

u$er2 user3
guard I /
subcarriers A A ▼ kA A guard■mltlt till f It til IttlttT"

OFDMA 'Clus,er DC userl P»ot/frequency carriers ’

Figure 6.3 Comparison of WiMAX OFDM and OFDMA
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In the downlink portion of IEEE 802.16e, downlink partial usage of sub-channels (DL- 

PUSC) is employed. This involves subcarriers being arranged into physical clusters (14 

subcarriers per physical cluster). Each cluster has its own pilot arrangement of 2 pilots 

per cluster (P802.16e/D8 2005). Physical clusters are renumbered into logical clusters 

according to a certain numbering algorithm which has the effect of spreading physical 

cluster subcarriers out over the whole spectrum of the OFDMA symbol. This minimises 

the effects of deep fades on individual physical clusters. The logical clusters are then 

arranged into 6 sub-channel groups and finally allocated to several segments of the 

downlink sub-frame. The process is shown in Figure 6.4. A user may be allocated one 

or more groups of clusters for use. In the analysis that follows in this section, it is 

assumed that a user is allocated only one group and the channel estimation process is 

therefore confined to that group of subcarrier clusters.

840 used 
subcarriers

Allocate logical 
clusters to groups

60 physical clusters 
(14 carriers per cluster)

Renumber to logical 
Clusters before allocation 

to subcannels 
(i.e. 6 48 37 21 31 40...)

Figure 6.4 OFDMA carrier arrangement in clusters and groups

According to IEEE 802.16e, there are four OFDMA symbol structures with FFT sizes 

of 128, 512, 1024 and 2048, respectively. In the thesis, the OFDMA with 1024 

subcarriers is selected in the simulation, and the symbol parameters are shown in Table 

6.3.
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Table 6.3 OFDMA symbol parameters

parameter
FFT size 1024

Number Of used subcarriers 841
Number of guard subcarriers 92+91

Cyclic prefix 1/8
Channel bandwidth (MHz) 10
Sampling frequency (MHz) 11.2
Subcarrier spacing (KHz) 10.94
Useful symbol time (gs) 91.4

CP time (ps) 11.4
OFDM duration (ps) 102.9

Number of subchannels 30
Number of data subcarriers per subchannel 24

According to the standard, if FFT size is 1024, the number of logical clusters will be 

(1024 - 91 - 92 - 1) /14 = 60, and the logical clusters are divided into six major groups 

as:

Group 0: clusters 0-11 (12 clusters);

Group 1: clusters 12-19 (8 clusters);

Group 2: clusters 20-31 (12 clusters);

Group 3: clusters 32-39 (8 clusters);

Group 4: clusters 40-51 (12 clusters);

Group 5: clusters 52-59 (8 clusters).

These groups can be classified into two types: Type 1 has 12 clusters (Groups 0, 2 and 4) 

and Type 2 has 8 clusters (Groups 1, 3 and 5). Given that there are two pilots in each 

cluster (P802.16e/D8 2005), and if only one group is allocated in a user segment, the 

number of pilots per group is 24 for type 1 and 16 for type 2.

The literature suggests the use of the “Vehicular A” mobile channel model for WiMAX 

IEEE 802.16e applications (Erceg 2001 ). This is used where the size of the cell is large 

and the base station antenna platform is high. The resultant RF propagation environment 

is typically modelled by between two to six resolvable paths. The channel model 

parameters for the well-known “Vehicular A” are given in Table 6.4.
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Table 6.4 “Vehicular A” channel environment

Tap Time delay (ps) Average power (dB)
1 0 0
2 0.31 -1
3 0.71 -9
4 1.09 -10
5 1.73 -15
6 2.51 -20

QPSK is applied in the simulation. Since channel estimation is carried out on a 

subcarrier cluster group basis, each group type is considered. That is, group type 1 with 

24 pilots in each group and group type 2 with 16 pilots per group. Given the analysis in 

section 5.1.1.3, pilot scheme II is employed. Accuracy results of estimating the correct 

number of channel taps using CME-LS are presented in Table 6.5 and Table 6.6. A 

comparison of BER performance between CME-LS and LS with known L is made in 

Figure 6.5. According to WiMAX forum, the speeds of mixed user channel model for 

performance simulation (Vehicular A) are 30km/hr and 120km/hr, respectively 

(WiMAXForum 2006). Thus, the Doppler spread for the mobile system is set as 

fd=40Hz (graph (a)) and 311 Hz (graph (b)), where Rayleigh fading is generated by 

Jake’s model (MathWorks 2008).

Subcarrier cluster group type 2, using 16 pilots, is considered first. Based on analysis 

from the previous chapter, the maximum number of detectable channel taps using these 

parameters is P/2-\=l.

Table 6.5 Estimated number of paths, fd= 40Hz

SNR(dB)
The number of channel paths under estimation (/ =1, 2, ..., Imax)

l = 1 1=2 1 = 3 1=4 i = 5 1=6 1=1

Number of 10 0 0 1 0 472 197 330

estimation 15 2 0 0 0 640 164 194
occurrences

for each
20 3 0 2 0 833 94 68

SNR value 25 6 5 1 0 965 21 2

out of 1000 30 7 5 2 0 980 4 2
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Table 6.6 Estimated number of paths, fd=311 Hz

SNR(dB)
The number of channel paths under estimation (/ =1, 2, ..., / max)

/ = 1 1=2 1=3 / = 4 1 = 5 1=6 1=1

Number of 10 1 1 1 1 439 186 371

estimation 15 0 1 0 1 623 151 224
occurrences

for each
20 1 1 0 0 840 90 68

SNR value 25 7 1 1 0 955 30 6

out of 1000 30 0 0 7 8 984 1 0

These accuracy results indicate that the CME-LS algorithm is estimating the number of 

channel taps to be 5 when it is, in fact, equal to 6. This is because the 6th channel path is 

actually 20 dB down relative to the 1st path, and the CME-LS algorithm is considering 

this as an insignificant channel path. Given that this is the case, if the effective non-zero 

taps are L=5, then the accuracy is quite high - higher than the accuracy determined in 

section 5.1.1.2.1.

■B— LS with known L 
CME-LS—*-

SNR (dB)

(a)/J=40Hz
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-B— LS with known L 
-*— CME-LS

SNR (dB)

(b) fd= 311 Hz, v=120kmph

Figure 6.5 CME-LS in WiMAX based mobile MIMO-OFDM A system (group with 16 pilots)

Results from Figure 6.5 indicate that performance between CME-LS and LS with 

known L are very similar, with overall performance once again better than that obtained 

in chapter 5. Interestingly, results from CME-LS for large Doppler spread {fd= 311 Hz) 

at SNRs above 20dB indicate performance exceeding that of LS with known L.

At first glance, this seems to be quite remarkable. The only difference in the algorithms 

is that CME-LS is being used in one algorithm to determine the number of channel taps. 

Both algorithms are then using LS estimation to determine the channel model 

parameters once L is given or estimated. However, in the case of CME-LS, the number 

of channel taps is being estimated as 5, as tap 6 is considered too low in power to be 

significant, whereas in LS with known L, the L is 6. Hence, the improvement in 

performance appears to be as a result of performing LS channel estimation with an 

underestimated value of L.
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These results are consistent with Yang et. al (2001) in which it is found that Doppler 

spread increases the estimation accuracy of MDL and also the BER performance of the 

system. Yang offers no explanation of why this may be the case.

It may be that for low SNRs, the tap 6 is 20dB down and is therefore buried in the 

system noise floor. However, at high SNRs, tap 6 becomes significant. Since tap 6 has a 

relatively large delay difference than that of other taps, if included in the system model, 

it will contribute a large degree of Doppler spread into the signal at moderate Doppler 

spread levels, resulting in decreased system performance. Even with an overall SNR of 

25dB, the actual SNR of tap 6 will only be 5dB. If we use estimated parameters from 

this tap, they will be significantly affected by noise and may affect the overall accuracy 

of the channel estimation process, leading to poorer BER system performance. If we 

reject tap 6 and assume that there are only 5 dominant paths, estimated parameters from 

these 5 taps will not be as severely affected by noise and we may therefore end up with 

better overall performance.

Subcarrier cluster group type 1 is now considered, which has 24 pilots in each group. 

Simulation results are provided in Figure 6.6 and Figure 6.7.

fd=40Hz
fd=311Hz

SNR(dB)

Figure 6.6 Probability of correct detection (24 pilots)
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■B— LS with known L 
CME-LS

SNR (dB)

(a)/</=40Hz

LS with known L 
CME-LS

SNR (dB)

(b) fd= 311 Hz,v= 120kmph

Figure 6.7 CME-LS in WiMAX based mobile MIMO-OFDMA system (group with 24 pilots)
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These results indicate that with the increased number of pilots, accurate detection of the 

number of resolvable channel paths (L=6) is achieved and the BER performance of 

CME-LS is almost identical to that of LS with known L.

It has been shown, therefore, that CME-LS is a viable approach to channel estimation in 

a realistic mobile WiMAX context.

6.3 Summary

In this chapter, the proposed hybrid CME-LS algorithm is employed in both fixed and 

mobile WiMAX based broadband MIMO-OFDM systems successfully by means of 

simulation. Performance, both in terms of accuracy, and in terms of BER as a function 

of SNR are improved with realistic channel models relative to the random channel 

models used in chapter 5.

The arrangement of pilots in the system has been shown to be very important. Based on 

work from previous chapters, choice of an appropriate pilot scheme is vital to getting 

good performance. The more pilots used, the better the accuracy and performance. This 

is clearly shown in the case of mobile WiMAX for carrier cluster group type 1 which 

uses 24 pilots per group.

The effects of Doppler spread introduced into the channel model appear to have little 

negative effect on the system performance - in one case even enhancing it! Further 

investigation of this effect seems warranted.

The next chapter will implement the CME-LS algorithm in a real-time DSP based 

testbed and will document the performance in this system.
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7 Hardware Verification

The previous chapters have documented the viability of the proposed CME-LS 

algorithm through simulation. In this chapter, the viability of the algorithm is confirmed 

by implementing it on a real-time DSP-based hardware platform.

Due to time and budget constraints, a radiofrequency WiMAX MIMO system could not 

be implemented in full. Two DSP boards were available for this project and these were 

adapted for this purpose. The system was implemented at baseband and additional 

equipment was used to simulate channel propagation effects. Where possible, system 

parameters were based on the IEEE 802.16-2004 fixed WiMAX standard.

The chapter starts with an overview of the DSP-based system and the hardware. The 

next section discusses the software and the implementation of the MIMO-OFDM in the 

C language. The experimental design is then outlined before the results are presented 

and discussed.

7.1 An Overview of the Testbed

A pair of identical DSP based boards, called SignalWAVe, produced by Lyrtech, was 

made available for this project. These boards “combine a Texas Instruments (TI) TMS 

320C6713 DSP, a Xilinx Virtex-II FPGA, and various real-time input and output 

interfaces to yield a flexible, open architecture used to emulate DSP-based systems” 

(Lyrtech 2008a). The SignalWAVe board has the following interfaces:

1. A stereo audio codec for dual-channel input / output at 16 bit resolution and 

48KHz maximum sampling rate.

2. One video codec for input / output at 14 bit resolution and 125MHz sampling 

frequency.

3. One Ethernet port for communication with a host PC.

4. One DSP JTAG emulation header connector.
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A simplified block diagram of the SignalWAVe board is shown in Figure 7.1.

Ethernet
100Base-T

PCI bus

SDRAM
32MB 32-bitS

Elan SC520 
100MHz

TMS320C6713
225MHz

Audio codec 16 bits, 48 
kHz, BURR-BROWN 

PCM3008
Outputs

Figure 7.1 SignalWAVe block diagram

A more detailed block diagram of the SignalWAVe board is shown in appendix D.

A PC was used for the software development and also during the experiments. Separate 

programs were developed for the transmitter DSP board and the receiver DSP board on 

the PC. These programs were compiled into DSP assembly language code and 

downloaded onto each DSP board where they were executed in real-time. The PC had 

an Ethernet connection to each of the DSP boards for downloading the compiled 

programs as well as a USB connection to the JTAG emulator, connected to the JTAG 

header of the receiver DSP board.

The baseband channel was simulated using a TIMS (Telecommunication Instructional 

Modelling System) trainer (EMONA 2010). This trainer was used to add noise into the 

transmitted signal as well as simulating a number of resolvable channel paths with 

different gains. A digital storage oscilloscope was used to measure the RMS voltage of 

the noise being added into the signal to allow an accurate measurement of signal to 

noise ratio.
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Figure 7.2 shows a block diagram of the major system components and how they are 

inter-connected.

OscilloscopeMeasure signals

Measure noise

Emulator

EthernetEthernet

JTAG

TUNIS
Channel
Simulator ADC2

DSP board 2 
RX

DSP board 1 
TX DAC2

DAC1

Figure 7.2 Block diagram of the major system components

7.2 Software Development

Code Composer Studio (CCS) is the software tool for TI DSP, and provides an 

integrated development environment (IDE), which brings together the C compiler, 

assembler, linker, debugger, etc. (Chassaing 2005). Different from Matlab, CCS 

development is a very complex process since no existing functions can be utilised 

directly and almost every function (e.g. FFT, IFFT) must be programmed. In this thesis, 

the functions of symbol mapping, space-time coding/decoding, OFDM modulation 

(IFFT and FFT), synchronisation, channel estimation and minimum likelihood detection 

will be programmed using C language in CCS.

Synchronisation is a critical component in any real-time receiver, but often unnecessary 

in a simulation environment such as Matlab. In this system, there are 2 levels of 

synchronisation required: packet synchronisation and symbol synchronisation. The 

former is used to look for the approximate start of the preamble of an incoming data 

packet, whereas the latter is used to find both the start and the end of the individual 

OFDM symbols. An error in the timing estimation will cause distortion of the received 

signal constellation (Jankiraman 2004).
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In this thesis, packet synchronisation is achieved by adding a large amplitude pulse of a 

fixed width at the beginning of each OFDM symbol at the transmitter. The receiver is 

then able to detect a certain number of high amplitude samples to achieve OFDM 

symbol alignment.

The transmitted packet in this system comprises the following components:

1. High amplitude synchronisation pulse, width = 0.5ms (24 samples).

2. Guard Interval 1, width = 0.67ms (32 samples).

3. OFDM symbol, width = 10.67ms(512 samples).

4. Guard Interval 2, width = 0.67ms (32 samples).

Hence, the total packet consists of 600 samples of duration 12.5ms.

In the WiMAX standard, a “cyclic prefix” is added into the transmitted symbol, 

however, in this implementation, it is referred to as a “guard interval” because the 

system is operating at baseband frequency and is subject to low-pass filtering at the 

output of the DAC.

As illustrated in section 5.1.1, the input data is encoded and modulated into N data 

symbol for N subcarriers, where N—256. However, in order to achieved a real 

modulated sequence, the 2A-point IFFT is performed by imposing the conjugate 

symmetry on the data symbol sequence, which is shown in figure below. The OFDM 

symbol: x],...,x2N , with the number of 512 samples is obtained.

X,

2N
IFFT

XN
N symbols

■*-

>

•^2N *
-------------------------►

2N time domain samples

Figure 7.3 2N point IFFT

Data conversion is another practical issue. In DSP memory, the real time input data is in 

a “signed short” (16 bits) format, and this must be converted to a binary sequence. The 

transmitter then performs symbol mapping (modulation), space time coding, serial to
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parallel conversion, pilot insertion, OFDM modulation (IFFT), and CP (guard interval) 

insertion. The data to be transmitted must then be converted back into a signed short 

format prior to sending to the DAC. This entire transmitter process is shown in Figure 

7.4.

The corresponding process for the receiver is shown in Figure 7.5. The receive process 

is essentially a reverse of the transmit process apart from synchronisation and the right- 

hand branch of Figure 7.5 which is the CME-LS channel estimation process. The 

detailed code for both of these processes is contained in appendix C.

During the software development process, individual functions were tested separately to 

ensure correct execution. The entire system was then verified to ensure correct 

operation. This was achieved by loading some samples of a sine wave into the DSP 

memory in the transmitter board and then configuring the transmit process to read these 

samples in real-time and produce a modulated waveform. This waveform was then sent 

directly to the receiver board by means of a “straight through” cable (i.e., with no 

channel simulation in place). The receive process then performed its functions and 

wrote the output to DSP memory in the receive board. The JTAG emulator was used to 

inspect the memory and compare this to the input data at the transmitter. Figure 7.6 

shows a screen capture of the input data at the transmitter and another screen capture of 

the data at the receiver.
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Input short data

Transmitted Symbols

Add CP

Symbol Mapping

Serial to Parallel

Space-time Coding
Pilots inserted in 
certain position

Convert the input to 1 0 1 0

Convert the data to short output

Figure 7.4 Flow chart for transmitter
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Received short data

No. /=/+!

Output short data

Synchronisation

ML
Detector

Space-time
Decoding

Symbol
De-mapping

Remove the guard 
intervals & pilots

Convert to short type

Calculate CME: CME^l)

LS estimation: Hij(l)

l - arg mm {CME(/ (/)}

LS estimation: Hy(7)

Obtain the pilots from 
the certain positions

Convert to float type and Remove CP

Figure 7.5 Flow chart for receiver
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Figure 7.6 Comparison between the transmitter and receiver
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The comparison in Figure 7.6 not only verifies the correctness of the C code of both 

transmitter and receiver, but also shows that the proposed CME-LS based algorithm is 

viable in detecting the number of channel taps. According to Figure 7.6 (b), the 

estimated number of channel taps /= 1, which matches the current situation that only one 

cable is used between each end of transmitter and receiver.

7.3 Experimental Design

As mentioned briefly in section 7.1, a TIMS trainer was used to simulate a channel at 

baseband. The TIMS is a flexible platform with many different plugin modules that can 

be used to conduct many different types of experiments. A photograph of the TIMS 

system used in this thesis project is shown in Figure 7.7.

r~~.............. ..... '

Figure 7.7 TIMS-301 basic system

The TIMS was used to simulate a number of resolvable channel “paths” as well as 

adding noise into the transmitted signals. Channel paths were simulated by using cables 

of different lengths and then adding the outputs of each cable using a TIMS “adder” 

module. This module also has separate gain controls on the inputs and these were used 

to simulate different channel gains. Additional adders were then used to simulate the 

addition of the different transmitted signals arriving at each receive antenna. Finally, a 

noise generator and adder were used to simulate AWGN. The block diagrams of the 

experimental system is shown in Figure 7.8 (L=2) and Figure 7.9 (L=3).
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Path 2

Adder
Path 1

Path 1

Path 2

Noise
Generator

Noise
Generator

Receiver
Board

Figure 7.8 Block diagram of 2x2 MIMO-OFDM baseband system with two resolvable paths

Path 3

Path 2

Adder
Path 1

Path 1

Path 2

Path 3
Noise

Generator

Receiver
Board

Figure 7.9 Block diagram of 2x2 MIMO-OFDM baseband system with three resolvable paths

In this channel simulation, a number of different cable lengths were used to simulate the 

delays of different path lengths instead of the phase spread module since that module 

introduced too much deleterious effects (e.g. noise). The table below gives approximate 

delay values for these cables based on a velocity factor of 0.8 (estimated):

Table 7.1 Approximate delay values for cables

Name Cable length (m) Channel delay

Path 1 0.3 1.25ns (negligible)

Path 2 9 37.5ns

Path 3 21 87.5ns
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The transmit and receive DSP boards were setup in a similar manner to that described in 

the previous section. That is, where data was placed in DSP memory at the transmitter 

and sent to the receiver. In this case, however, the data was continuously sent over a 5 to 

10 minute period to allow a large volume of data to be sent and received. The receiver 

then compared the received data to the known data that was sent and kept a running 

tally of the amount of data sent and then number of bit errors detected. Also stored was 

the number of times that the estimate of the number of channel taps was correct. This 

data collected could then be used to calculate the probability of correct detection of L 

and the probability of a bit error for a given level of noise.

The signal to noise ratio was calculated as follows:

SNR = 201ogl0(~) . (7.1)
Y n

Vs is the RMS voltage of the signal, and V„ is the RMS voltage of the noise, as 

measured by a digital storage oscilloscope.

Figure 7.10 shows a screenshot of CCS running on the receiver board. This screenshot 

was taken from one of the many experimental runs, in this case with the SNR=18dB and 

with L=2. The pane at the bottom right shows the value of several variables. These are: 

w4: the number of bit errors

w6: the number of OFDM symbols sent (192 users bits per symbol sent)

L: estimated number of channel paths

Not shown in this screenshot, but stored in the system is the number of errors in the 

estimate of L.
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Figure 7.10 Sreenshot of the results with 2 paths

The table below indicates the parameters used for a series of experiments and the data 

that was recorded for these experiments.

Table 7.2 Parameters for experiments

Number of 
channel paths SNR (dB) No. of bits 

transmitted
No. of bits 

received in error
No. of correct estimates 

of channel taps

L=2
11.5dB - 18dB Recorded recorded

0- 18dB Recorded recorded

L=3
11.5dB - 18dB Recorded recorded

0- 18dB Recorded recorded

7.4 Experimental Results
Figure 7.11 and Figure 7.12 illustrate the results for the case of L=2 and compare these 

to the simulated results from chapter 5.
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co

0.5
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0.2

0.1
-*— Real time detection 
~C> Matlab simulation

12 13 16 17
SNR(dB)

Figure 7.11 Comparison of accuracy (L=2)

-*— Real time testing using DSP 
©— Matlab simulation

SNR(dB)

Figure 7.12 Comparison of BER performance (L=2)

The corresponding results for L=3 are shown in the following figures:
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5 0.3

Real time detection 
Matlab simulation

SNR (dB)

Figure 7.13 Comparison of accuracy (L=3)

■*— Real time testing using DSP 
B— Matlab simulation

8 10 
SNR (dB)

Figure 7.14 Comparison of BER performance (L=3)

These results indicate general agreement between simulation and real-time 

implementation - the curves exhibit the same basic characteristics. However, there are
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some differences in values of performance, with the real-time implementation being 

somewhat worse than the simulation. This is not altogether unexpected for the following 

reasons:

1. The synchronisation scheme used is relatively simplistic and could be 

significantly improved - this is discussed further in the next chapter.

2. The channel simulator (TIMS and cables) was found to be a rather noisy 

environment - each adder module degraded the quality of the signal visually on 

the oscilloscope. This can be seen clearly in the difference between the results 

for L=2 and L=3.

Overall, the experiments do indicate that the CME-LS approach is a viable technique in 

practice for channel estimation.
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8 Summary and Conclusion

In this thesis, the technology of MIMO-OFDM is studied, and an improved channel 

estimation approach is proposed for such systems. The CME-LS approach is capable of 

dealing with one of the significant assumptions in channel estimation, and has been 

demonstrated in practice.

8.1 Chapter Summary

Chapter 1 provided an introduction. It begun with the definitions and a short survey of 

MIMO and OFDM, showed an overview of those techniques, including background, 

benefits, etc. The objectives and main contributions of the thesis were then explained, 

which indicated that the thesis would focus on addressing the practical problem of 

channel estimation in MIMO-OFDM systems.

A comprehensive literature review was provided in Chapter 2, in which most of the 

relevant key areas of the project have been studied, including MIMO-OFDM, the 

transceiver schemes, channel coding, pre-coding and channel estimation. The literature 

survey illustrated the key techniques of MIMO-OFDM; the benefits, drawbacks and 

several corresponding solutions of the technology; it also indicated the significance of 

channel estimation, the main current research achievements on channel estimation for 

both OFDM and MIMO-OFDM. The survey then pointed out the problems that exist in 

current channel estimation development for MIMO-OFDM. Besides the issues 

mentioned above, the application of MIMO-OFDM in commercial areas, especially in 

wireless standards was also shown. Finally, given the literature review and the 

commercial interests of MIMO-OFDM, the justification of the thesis was presented.

In Chapter 3, the relevant techniques about MIMO-OFDM were introduced 

theoretically and a MIMO-OFDM system model was built based on those key 

components for further research. Channel estimation for MIMO-OFDM over both flat
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fading and frequency selective fading channels was illustrated in details, based on three 

main estimation algorithms: ML, LS and MMSE. Finally, the conditional model-order 

estimation (CME) was reviewed. In addition, the crucial role of pilot arrangements in 

channel estimation was discussed as well in this chapter.

The significance on estimation of the number of channel paths was illustrated in 

Chapter 4. Moreover, the limits of the currently used MDL based algorithm in 

detection of taps length was analysed theoretically. In this chapter, a CME based 

channel estimation approach was presented, and the reason why this was combined with 

the LS algorithm was given as well. The hybrid CME-LS algorithm was proposed to 

detect both channel gains and the number of resolvable channel paths with the 

assistance of a finite number of pilots, for both OFDM and MIMO-OFDM systems.

Chapter 5 completed the simulation of the proposed scheme for MIMO-OFDM systems 

and the capacity of the proposed algorithm was verified. The comparison between CME 

and MDL was also carried out through the simulation, and the CME based approach 

showed superior performance to MDL in determining the number of arrivals and BER 

performance. The significance of pilot schemes for MIMO-OFDM was also analysed 

based on the simulation. The computational complexity of the algorithms was illustrated, 

although the computational complexity of CME-LS is slightly higher than the original 

(unmodified) MDL approach, the increased performance of CME-LS warrants the use 

of this algorithm in a MIMO-OFDM context.

In chapter 6, the WiMAX standards based MIMO-OFDM/MIMO-OFDMA systems 

were built, and some realistic channel models were employed. As mentioned in the 

literature review, the channel estimation for WiMAX is still quite rare. However, the 

proposed scheme can be employed in WiMAX and is capable of achieving good 

performance in both fixed and mobile MIMO-OFDM systems.

In Chapter 7, a DSP based MIMO testbed was developed, and the hardware 

demonstration of the proposed algorithm has been accomplished at baseband. The 

capacity of the proposed scheme was verified as a viable method in practice. However, 

there is an average of 3dB performance degradation for the algorithm in the real signal 

processing compared with the results obtained through Matlab simulation. The reason
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for the phenomenon was analysed, and the problems that occurred in the development 

of the testbed were illustrated at the end of the chapter.

8.2 Conclusions

Multiple Input - Multiple Output (MIMO) systems using Orthogonal Frequency 

Division Multiplexing (OFDM) are finding widespread application in modern 

broadband wireless systems. An accurate knowledge of Channel State Information (CSI) 

is required in such systems. Many techniques have been used in this regard.

In this thesis a channel estimation approach which uses conditional model order 

estimation (CME) combined with least squares (LS) techniques is proposed for use in 

MIMO-OFDM systems. The scheme utilises pilot signals to determine the number of 

paths and associated channel gains. The derivation of CME criterion: Equation (4.18) is 

one of the essential contributions of the thesis.

This hybrid approach overcomes the problems of some existing methods, where the 

number of paths is assumed known, in that it accurately estimates the actual number of 

channel paths leading to improved channel estimation and system performance. By 

using a limited number of pilot signals bandwidth efficiency is maintained. This is 

achieved without a significant increase in computational complexity compared with 

existing approaches. Guidelines on the use of an appropriate pilot scheme to use in a 

given situation have been developed and presented.

The proposed scheme has been validated through Matlab simulation in a number of 

scenarios and compared with other approaches. A DSP-based baseband testbed has been 

implemented and the system further tested, which is the enhancement of the value of the 

thesis. The utility of the proposed CME-LS in WiMAX based MIMO-OFDM systems 

and its validation in hardware is a key contribution of the thesis

Key components of the work have been published in two IEEE conference papers which 

are a further validation of the work described.
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8.3 Future Work

The CME-LS channel estimation scheme proposed in this thesis has been conceptually

demonstrated. Although a significant number of tests and comparisons have been made,

there is scope for future investigation:

• The computational complexity of the proposed hybrid CME-LS algorithm is slightly 

higher than the existing MDL based approach, and thus some measures should be 

carried out to deal with the problem in the future work.

• The research on the relationship between training sequence (i.e. the number and the 

position of pilots) and estimation of resolvable channel paths is worthy for further 

exploration.

• An investigation of why the accuracy of detection of the number of channel paths 

varies for values L=l,..., 6 as shown in figure 5.8 is warranted.

• It is also noted that the CME approach can be used in combination with other 

methods. Resulting hybrid schemes should be evaluated, and an improved combined 

detection approach with less computational complexity and better system 

performance may be discovered.

• The noise effects on estimation of number of resolvable multipaths can be further 

studied, in order to improve the accuracy of system performance at lower SNRs.

• Only the Rayleigh distributed channel model was used in the thesis. Other 

transmission environments such as Rician, Gamma distributions may be utilised in 

future research studies. •

• Yang’s modified MDL based algorithm for OFDM system (in which a larger number 

of data packets and pilots are used) can be investigated for application in a WiMAX 

based MIMO-OFDM system (using a small packet size and with limited pilots 

available). Further comparison with existing and emerging methods, including 

modified MDL algorithms, is warranted.
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• The effects of Doppler spread on the channel estimation, especially on the detection 

of the number of channel taps is worthy of investigation.

• Proof of concept for the CME-LS approach has been limited to a 2x2 MIMO system. 

Advantages are expected in higher dimensional MIMO systems. Development and 

evaluation of the technique in such systems should be undertaken.

• Practical implementation of the scheme will require further development. 

Consideration of hardware aspects, including development and testing of a full 

wireless system is required. The future DSP based testbed is shown below, where RF 

and antennas will be utilised in the system. This should eliminate issues associated 

with the TIMS-based testbed described in chapter 7.
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Figure 8.1 The future DSP based MIMO wireless testbed
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APPENDIX B: Matlab Codes

Bl. Part of the key components at transmitter:
% Modulation scheme PSK
M = 2; 
k=log2(M);
P=2; %number of transmit antennas
Q=2; %number of receiver antennas
Fram=192;
N_fft=256;
Ip = [41 66 91 116 142 167 192 217]; % position of pilots 
Is = [29:40 42:65 67:90 92:115 117:128 130:141 143:166 168:191 193:216 
218:229] ; % position of data 
% Transmitted Data

data = randint(fram,1);
% Modulation
psk_Signal = modulate(Signal_mod, data);%

% Alamouti Space-Time Block Encoder, Signal_tx2, full rate
si = psk_Signal(1:P:end); s2 = psk_Signal(2:P:end);
Signal_tx2(1:P:end, :) = [si s2] ;
Signal_tx2(2:P:end, :) = [-conj(s2) conj(sl)];

%pilots insert
plen=8;
W=hadamard(plen); 
pilotS=W(:,1:P);
Signal_tx=zeros (201,2) ;
Signal_tx(Is-28,:)=Signal_tx2;
Signal_tx(Ip-28,:)=Ep.*pilots;

% OFDM Modulation 
Ik=2 9:22 9;
Signal_tx_22=zeros(N_fft,2).1; %zero padding 
Signal_tx_22(:, Ik)= Signal_tx.'

% IFFT------OFDM modulation
for i_ofdm=l:P
Signal_ofdm_22(i_ofdm,:)=ifft(Signal_tx_22(i_ofdm,:))...
.*(N_fft/sqrt(N_subused) ) ; 

end
clear i_ofdm;

%cyclic prefix
Signal_tx_cp_22(:,1:N_fft*G)=Signal_ofdm_22(:,N_fft-N_fft*G+l:end); 
Signal_tx_cp_22(:,N_fft*G+1:(N_fft+N_fft*G))=Signal_ofdm_22(:,1:end);

B2. Rayleigh fading channel
H(1:L, :, :) = 1/sqrt(2)*(randn(L,2,2)+j*randn(L,2,2));

% L: taps of multipath fading channel

B3. Part of the key components at Receiver
% Remove cp
signal_rx_22=zeros(2,N_fft);
Signal_rx_22=r22(:,N_fft*G+1:(N_fft+N_fft*G));%r22 is the received 

signals
% FFT------ OFDM demodulation
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for i_ofdm=l:P
Signal_fft_22(i_ofdm,:)=fft(Signal_rx_22(i_ofdm,:))./(N_fft/sqrt(N_sub 
used))./sqrt(P); %for 2*2 

end
% CME criterion for 2*2 MIMO

for 1=1:1/
H_e_2(2:2:end)=(-1)*H_e_2(2:2:end); %% s*H, H is acquire by LS
C_0(l)=(l/(8-l))*((Rpilots(:,1)-H_e_l.'-H_e_2.').')...
*(Rpilots(:,1)- H_e_l.1-H_e_2. ' ) ;
C_1(1)=det((H_e_l+H_e_2)*((H_e_l+H_e_2).'));
cme(1) = (gamma((8-l)/2) ./( ( (pi* (8-1))^ ( (8- ...
l)/2) )*(C_l(1) .*0.5)*(C_0(1) .*( (8-l)/2-l) ) ) ) .* (-1) ;
[min_c,l_c]=min(cme);
ll_c=l_c; %%estimated the number of channel paths
end

%LS to estimated the channel frequency response
1=1l_c ;
G_00 = (Ep *F(1:1,Ip)*ctranspose(diag(Tpilots(:,1)))...
*diag(Tpilots(:,1))*ctranspose(F(l:l,Ip)))*-l *... 
ctranspose(sqrt(Ep)*diag(Tpilots(:,1))*ctranspose(F(1:1,Ip) ) ) ;
G_01 = (Ep *F(1:1,Ip)*ctranspose(diag(Tpilots(:, 2) )) . . .
*diag(Tpilots ( :,2) )*ctranspose(F(l:l,Ip)))*-l *... 
ctranspose(sqrt(Ep)*diag(Tpilots(:,2))*ctranspose(F(1:1,Ip)));
% estimated channel coefficient in time domain
hHat_00 = G_00*Rpilots(:,1);
hHat_01 = G_01*Rpilots(:,1) ;
hHat_10 = G_00*Rpilots( : , 2 ) ;
hHat_ll = G_01*Rpilots(:,2);
% estimated channel coefficient in frequency domain
H_e(:,1,1)=fft(hHat_00,N_fft);
H_e ( :,2,1)=fft(hHat_01,N_fft) ;
H_e ( : ,1,2)=fft(hHat_10,N_fft) ;
H_e ( : ,2,2)=fft(hHat_ll,N_fft) ;

%Combiners: assume channel response is unknown at receiver
H_es=H_e(Is,: ,:); 
hidx=l:P:length(H_es) ; 
for i=l:Q
z22_l(:,i) = Signal_ps_22(1:P:end,i).* conj (H_es(hidx,1,i)) +...

conj (Signal_ps_22(2:P:end,i)).* H_es(hidx,2,i);
z22_2(:,i) = Signal_ps_22(1:P:end,i).* conj(H_es(hidx,2,i)) -...

conj (Signal_ps_22(2:P:end,i)).* H_es(hidx,1,i); 
end
z22(1:P:end,:) = z22_l; z22(2:P:end,:) = z22_2;
zl=sum(z22_l,2); 
z2=sum(z22_2,2);

% Maximum likelihood detector
for m=l:M

% power normalixation
dl( : ,m) = (abs(zl-s(m))) .^2; 
d2(:,m)=(abs(z2-s(m))).^2; 

end
% decision for detecting sOl, detecting s02
[yl,sOl]=min(dl, [] ,2) ;
[y2,s02]=min(d2, [] , 2 ) ;

% Rx is received symbol
Rx(l:P:end) = (s01-l); Rx(2:P:end) = (s02-l);
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APPENDIX C: C Language Codes

Cl. Program for transmitter

1. Space-time Encoder
for(j=0;j<96;j++)

{stbc_sl [2*j]=mod_s[2*j]; 
stbc_sl [2*j+l]=-mod_s[2*j+l]; 
stbc_s2[2*j]=mod_s[2*j+l]; 
stbc_s2 [2 *j+1 ]=mod_s[2 *j ];}

2. OFDM Modualtion: IFFT
xl [0].real=0; 
xl [0].imag=0; 
x2[0].real=0; 
x2[0].imag=0; 

for(i=0;i<256;i++)
{xl[i+l].real=tr[0][i]; 
xl [i+l].imag=0; 
x2[i+l].real=tr[l][i]; 
x2[i+l].imag=0;

xx
for (i=257;i<512;i++)
{x 1 [i].real=tr[0][51 1 -i]; 
xl [i].imag=0; 
x2[i].real=tr[l][511 -i]; 
x2[i].imag=0;

i
ifft(nl, xl, 1); 
ifft(nl, x2, 1);

3. Cyclic prefix (Guard interval) and change the complex data to short
for (i=0;i<24;i++)

{tr_s[i][0]= 0.3; 
tr_s[i][l]= 0.3;} 

for (i=0;i<64;i++)
|tr_s[i+24][0]= xl [448+i] .real; 
tr_s[i+24][l]= x2[448+i].real; } 

for (i=0;i<512;i++)
{tr_s[88+i][0]=xl [ij.real; 
tr_s[88+i][ 1 ]=x2[i].real;} 

for (i=0; i<600;i++)
{codec_tx_left_buffer[i]=-tr_s[i][0]* 100000; 
codec_tx_right_buffer[i]=-tr_s[i] [ 1 ] * 100000;} 

pcm3008_TxDma(codec_tx_left_buffer, codec_tx_right_buffer);

4. The head file of IFFT (ifft.h)
#define PI 3.14159265358979
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COMPLEX w[512];
void ifft(int N, COMPLEX x[512], int n rnin)
{
int n,i,j,len,k,q; 
float inv=1.0/N; 
float a=2.0*PI/N;
COMPLEX temp, tm;
COMPLEX u;

for(n=0;n<N ;n++)
{ w[n].real=(float) cos(-n*a); 
w[n].imag=(float) sin(-n*a);}

//perform ifft 
q=l;
for (len=N/2;len>0;len/=2)
{
for(j=0;j<len;j++)
{

u=w[q*j];
for (i=j;i<N;i=i+2*len)

{
temp. real=x[i]. real + x[i+len].real; 
temp.imag=x[i].imag + x[i+len].imag; 
tm.real=x[i].real - x[i+len].real; 
tm.imag=x[i].imag - x[i+len].imag; 
x[i+len].real=tm.real*u.real+tm.imag*u.imag; 
x[i+len].imag=tm.imag*u.real-tm.real*u.imag; 
x[i]=temp;

}
}

q=q*2;
}

//bit reversed
j=0;
for (i=l ;i<(N-l);i++)

{ k=N/2; 
while (k<=j)

{j-=k; k/=2; } 
j+=k;
if (i<j)

{ temp=x(j]; 
xD]=x[i]; 
x[i]=temp;}

}
//divide each element of x by N 

for (i=0;i<N;i++)
{x[i] .real= inv*x[i].real; 
x[i].imag= inv*x[i].imag; }
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C2. Program for receiver

1. Remove CP and perform OFDM demodulation

//Remove Cyclic prefix (Guard interval) & transfer the short data to complex type. 
iO=il+32;jO=j 1+32; 

if (i0>599)
{ pcm3008_RxDma(codec_rx_left_buffer,codec_rx_right_buffer); 

i0=i0-600;j0=j0-600;w2=l;
}

for(j=480;j<512;j++)
{ y 1 fft[j].real=codec_rx_left_buffer[iO]; 

y 1 fft[j].real= ylfft[j]. real/100000; 
y2 fft[j ] .real=codec_rx_right_buffer [j 0]; 
y2fft[j].real= y2fft[j] .real/100000; 
i0=i0+l ;j0=j0+l; 
if (i0>599)

{pcm3008_RxDma(codec_rx_left_buffer,codec_rx_right_buffer); 
i0=0;j0=0;w2=l;

}
ylfft[j].imag=0;
y2fft[j].imag=0;

}
for(j=0;j<480;j++)

(y 1 fft[j].real=codec_rx_left_buffer[iO]; 
y 1 fft[j].real= y 1 fft[j].real/100000; 
y2fft[j].real=codec_rx_right_buffer[j0]; 
y2fft[j].real= y2fft[j].real/100000; 
i0=i0+l;j0=j0+l; 
if (i0>599)

{pcm3008_RxDma(codec_rx_left_buffer,codec_rx_right_buffer); 
i0=0;j0=0;w2=l;

}
ylfft[j].imag=0;
y2fft[j].imag=0;

}
i 1 =i0-1 ;j 1 =j 0-1;

//OFDM Demodualtion: FFT 
fft(N0,ylfft,l); 
fft(N0,y2fft,l);

2. FFT transform (fft.h)

#define PI 3.14159265358979 
COMPLEX w[512];

void fft(int N, COMPLEX x[512], int nmin)
{
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int n,i,j,len,k,q; 
float a=2.0*PI/N;
COMPLEX temp,tm;
COMPLEX u;

for(n=0;n<N;n++)
{ w[n].real=(float) cos(-n*a); 
w[n].imag=(float) sin(-n*a);

}

//perform fft
q=i;
for (len=N/2;len>0;len/=2)
{
for(j=0;j<len;j++)
{
u=w[q*j];

for (i=j;i<N;i=i+2*len)
{
temp.real=x[i],real + x[i+len].real; 
temp.imag=x[i].imag + x[i+len].imag; 
tm.real=x[i].real - x[i+len].real; 
tm.imag=x[i].imag - x[i+len].imag; 
x[i+len].real=tm.real*u.real-tm.imag*u.imag; 
x[i+len].imag=tm.real*u.imag+tm.imag*u.real; 
x[i]=temp;

}

}
q=q*2;

}

//bit reversed
j=0;
for (i=l;i<(n-l);i++)

{
k=N/2; 
while (k<=j)

{
j-=k;
k/=2;

}

j+=k;
if(i<j)
{ temp=x[j]; 
x[j]=x[i]; 
x[i]=temp;

}
}

}
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3. CME based channel estimation

for (1=1;1<=4;1++) // the number of maximum possible order
{ iniH (H_el,H_e2); //initialise channel frequence response: LS estimation is utilised 

(for(i=0;i<l;i++)
{
for (k=0;k<8;k++)
{p.real=0; p.imag=0; 
p2.real=0; p2.imag=0;

for (j=0;j<l;j++)
{q.real=al *F[j] [k] .real; 
q.imag=al *F[j][k].imag; 
p.real=p.real+q.real; 
p.imag=p.imag+q.imag; /////obtain GOO

if((k—0)||(k==2)||(k==4)||(k==6))
{ p2.real=p2.real+q.real; 
p2.imag=p2.imag+q.imag;}

else
{ p2.real=p2.real-q.real; 
p2.imag=p2.iinag-q.imag;} ////obtain G01

}
G1 [i] [k]=p;
Gll[i][k]=p;
G2[i][k]=p2;
G21 [i] [k]=p2; 
if (k<4)

{Rpilots 1 [k]=y 1 [40+k*25];
Rpilots2[k]=y2[k*25+40];

}
else
{Rpilots 1 [k]=yl [k*25+41];
Rp i 1 ots2 [k] =y2 [k * 2 5+41 ];

} // get received pilots

// H_e
p.real=Gl [i][k].real*Rpilotsl[k].real-Gl [i][k].imag*Rpilotsl[k].imag; 
p.imag=Gl [i][k].real*Rpilotsl [k].imag+Gl [i][k].imag*Rpilotsl [kj.real; 
p2.real=G2[i][k].real*Rpilotsl [k].real-G2[i][k].imag*Rpilotsl [k].imag; 
p2. imag=G2[i] [kj.real* Rpilots 1 [k].imag+G2[i][k].imag* Rpilots 1 [kj.real; 
He 1 [i].real=H_e 1 [i] .real+p.real;
H_el [i].imag=H_el[i].imag+p.imag;
H_e2[i].real=H_e2[i].real+p2.real;
H_e2[i].imag=H_e2[i].imag+p2.imag;

}
H_1 l.real=H_el[i].real;
HI 1 ,imag=H_el [i].imag;
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H_12.real=H_e2[i].real;
H_12.imag=H_e2[i].imag;

}

//estimate H_e 
fft(N,H_e 1,1); 
fft(N,H_e2,l);

//channel response of pilots 
for (i=0;i<8;i++)
{if (i<4)
{j=i*25+40;
H_p 1 [ i ]=H_e 1 [j ];
if((i==0)||(i==2))
{ H_P2[i]=H_e2[j];}
else
{H_p2[i].real=-H_e2[j].real;
H_p2[i].imag=-H_e2[j].imag;}//s*H

}
else
{j=i*25+41;
H_p 1 [i]=H_e 1 [j];
if((i=4)||(i=6))
{H_p2 [ i ] =H_e2 [j ];}

else //((i==5)&&(i==7))
{H_p2[i].real=-H_e2[j].real;
H_p2[i].imag=-H_e2[j].imag;}//s*H 

} "
}

//CME
cl.imag=0; cl.real=0;c2.imag=0; c2.real=0; 
for(k=0;k<8;k++)
(p.real=Rpilotsl [k].real-H_pl [k].real-Hjp2[k].real;
p. imag=Rpilotsl [k].imag-H_pl [k].imag-H_p2[k].imag;
q. real=(p.real*p.real-p.imag*p.imag)/(8-l); 
q.imag=2*p.real*p.imag/(8-l); III for tau
c 1 .real=c 1 ,real+ q.real;c 1 .imag=c 1 .imag+q.imag;
q2.real=(H_pl [k].real+H_p2[k].real)*(H_pl [k],real+H_p2[k].real)-...

(H_pl [k].imag+H_p2[k].imag)*(H_pl [k].imag+H_p2[k].imag); 
q2.imag=2*(H_pl [k].real+H_p2[k].real)*(H_pl [k].imag+H_p2[k].imag); 
c2.real=c2.real+ q2.real;c2.imag=c2.imag+q2.imag;

}
// calculate the sqrt value of c2; 

e=PI*(8-l); 
f= (8-l)/2; 
e=pow(e,f);

// calculate the n powers of x+jy (tau power of n.sth) 
p.real =cl.real; p.imag=cl.imag;
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c 1 =powr (c 1 .real, c 1 .imag, 7); //obtain the power of 8-1 
cl=ntrt (cl .real, cl .imag, 2); //obtian the power of 1/2; 
c2=ntrt (c2.real, c2.imag, 2); //obtian 1/2 power of |HH| 
p2.real=(p.real)/(p.real *p.real+p.imag*p.imag); 
p2.imag=-p.imag/(p.real*p.real+p.imag*p.imag); 
p.real=c 1 .real*p2.real-c 1 .imag*p2.imag; 
cl .imag=cl .real*p2.imag+cl .imag*p2.real; 
cl .real=p.real;

c3.real=(cl .real*c2.real-cl .imag*c2.imag)*e/d; //d is gamma 
c3.imag=(cl .real*c2.imag+cl .imag*c2.real)*e/d; 
f=c3.real*c3.real+c3.imag*c3.imag; 
cme(l)=sqrt(f);
}

//compare and find the smallest value of cme(l) (1=1,2,3,4), and confirm the minimum / 
if (zO<zl)
{e=zO;l= 1;} 

else
{e=zl;l=2;} 

if (e>z2)
{e=z2;l=3;} 

else if (e>z3)
{e=z3;l=4;}

// least squares 
iniH (H_el,H_e2); 
in ill (H_e3,H_e4); 

for (i=0;i<l;i++)
{// H e

for (k=0;k<8;k++)
{

p.real=Gl 3 [i] [kj.real *Rpilots2[k]. real-G 13 [i][k].imag*Rpilots2[k]. imag;
p.imag=G13[i][k].real*Rpilots2[k].imag+G13[i][k].imag*Rpilots2[k].real; 

p2.real=G23[i][k], real *Rpilots2[k].real-G23[i][k].imag*Rpilots2[k], imag; 
p2.imag=G23[i][k].real*Rpilots2[k].imag+G23[i][k].imag*Rpilots2[k].real; 
H_e3[i].real=H_e3[i].real+p.real;
H_e3[i].imag=H_e3[i].imag+p.imag;

H_e4[i].real=H_e4[i].real+p2.real;
H_e4[i].imag=H_e4[i].imag+p2.imag;

}
H_el [i].real=H_31 [i] .real;

H_el [i].imag=H_31 [ij.imag;
H_e2[i].real=H_32[i].real;
H_e2[i].imag=H_32[i].imag;
'}

//estimate H_e 
fft(N,H_e 1,1); 
fft(N,H_e2,l); 
fft(N,H_e3,l); 
fft(N,H_e4,1);

}
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4. Combiner
j=0;
for(i=28;i<229;i++) //for even odd issues 

{if
((i==40)||(i=65)||(i==90)||(i==l 15)||(i==128)||(i==141)||(i==166)||(i==191)||(i==216)) 

i=i+l;
y 1 [j].real=y 1 [i] .real; 
y 1 Lj].imag=y 1 [i] .imag; 
y2 [j ] .real=y2 [i] .real; 
y2[j].imag=y2[i].imag;
H_el [j].real=H_el [i] .real;
H_el [j].imag=H_el [i].imag;
H_e2[j].real=H_e2[i].real;
H_e2[j].imag=H_e2[i].imag;
H_e3 [j ] .real=H_e3 [i] .real;
H_e3[j].imag=H_e3[i].imag;
H_e4U].real=H_e4[i].real;
H_e4[j].imag=H_e4[i].imag;

j=j+i;
}

for (i=0;i<96;i++)
{p.real=(y 1 [2*i].real*H_el [2*i].real+y 1 [2*i].imag*H_el [2*i].imag)+(y 1 [2*i+l j.real* 
H_e2[2*i].real+y 1 [2*i+l].imag*H_e2[2*i].imag); 
q.real=(y2[2*i].real*H_e3[2*i].real+y2[2*i].imag*H _e3[2*i].imag)+...

(y2[2*i+l ].real*H_e4[2*i].real+y2[2*i+l].imag*H_e4[2*i].imag);
p. imag=(-yl [2*i].real*H_el [2*i].imag+yl [2*i].imag*H_el [2*i].real)+...

(y 1 [2*i+l ]. real* H_e2[2*i]. imag-y 1 [2*i+l ].imag*H_e2[2*i]. real);
q. imag=(-y2[2*i].real*H_e3[2*i].imag+y2[2*i].imag*H_e3[2*i].real)+...

(y2[2*i+l].real*H_e4[2*i].imag-y2[2*i+l].imag*H_e4[2*i].real); 
p2.real=(y 1 [2*i].real*H_e2[2*i].real+yl[2*i].imag*H_e2[2*i].imag)-...

(y 1 [2*i+l].real*H_el [2*i].real+y 1 [2*i+l].imag*H_el [2*i].imag); 
q2.real=(y2[2*i].real*H_e4[2*i].real+y2[2*i].imag*H_e4[2*i].imag)-...

(y2[2*i+l ].real* H_e3[2*i].real+y2[2*i+l].imag*H_e3[2*i]. imag); 
p2.imag=(-y 1 [2*i].real*H_e2[2*i].imag+yl [2*i].imag*H_e2[2*i].real)-...

(y 1 [2*i+l].real*H_el [2*i].imag-y 1 [2*i+l].imag*H_el[2*i].real); 
q2.imag=(-y2[2*i].real*H_e4[2*i].imag+y2[2*i].imag*H_e4[2*i].real)-...

(y2[2*i+l].real*H_e3[2*i].imag-y2[2*i+l].imag*H_e3[2*i].real); 
y 1 [i].real=p.real+q.real;yl [i].imag=p.imag+q.imag; 
y2[i].real=p2.real+q2.real;y2[i].imag=p2.imag+q2.imag;

5. Maximum likelihood detector
for (i=0;i<96;i++)
{ zO=(yl [i].real-l)*(yl [i],real-l);//+yl [i].imag*yl [i].imag;//compare with 1 

zl=(y 1 [i].real+l)*(yl[i].real+l);//+yl[i].imag*yl [i].imag;//compare with-1 
z2=(y2[i].real-1 )*(y2[i].real-1 );//+y2[i].imag*y2[i].imag; 
z3=(y2[i].real+l)*(y2[i].real+l);//+y2[i].imag*y2[i].imag; 
if(zO<zl)

y[2*i]=0;
else
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y[2*i]=l; 
if(z2<z3) 
y[2*i+l]=0; 
else
y[2*i+l]=l;

}

6. Convert binary to short type output
for(i=0;i<12;i++)

{ left_buffer[i]=0; 
if(y[i*16+15]==0)
|for(j=0;j<15;j++)

{
if(y[i*16+j]=l)
{left_buffer[i]=left_buffer[i]+pow(2,j);}

}
i

else if (y[i*16+15]==l)
{j=0;
if(y[i*16]==l)

{left_buffer[i]=left_buffer[i]-l;
for(j=l;j<15;j++)
{if(y[i* 16+j]=0)

{left_buffer[i]=deft_buffer[i]-pow(2,j);}
}

}
else if(y[i* 16]==0)
{do

{j=j+i;}
while(y[i* 16+j]==0); 
left_buffer[i]=left_buffer[i]-pow(2,j);
j=j+1;
do
{if(y[i*16+j]==0)

{left_buffer[i]=left_buffer[i]-pow(2,j);}
j=j+i;
}

while(j<15);
}

}
}

for (i=0;i<12;i++)
{
for (j=0;j<50;j++)
{codec_tx_right_buffer[i*50+j]=-(left_buffer[i]);
codec_tx_left_buffer[i*50+j]=0;}

}
pcm3008_TxDma(codec_tx_left_buffer, codec_tx_right_buffer);
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APPENDIX D: Hardware Introduction
D.l The Block Diagram of Signal WAVe (Lyrtech 2008b).
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